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Cement» 

1. In the construction «ad ceramic industries the term "cement«^ is applied 

to materials wnioh, when mixed with water, constitute pastes that solidify and 

harden into a stonelike substance.   They are either aerial or hydraulic, as 

defined below. 

2. Cements are used in the four following ways s    (a) alone, as pure pastes 

that serve to mould parts, to join ceramic parts or other construction elements, 

or as media to bind granulated materials to produce conglomerates; (b) mixed 

with sand, to produce mortarsj  (c) mixed with sand, gravel and perhaps other 

materials to make concrete and (d) as additives to soils to stabilise them. 

3. Partes made by fixing aerial cements with water harden in contact with »ir, 

but do not harden under water. The most important aerial cements are gypsum and 

lime. 

4. Pastes obtained from hydraulic eemsnts set and harden undsr water as well 

as in oontaot with ths air.   The most important hydraulic easwmts are hydraulic 

limes or natural cements, portlaad oements and cements derived from Portlsad 

cement. 

ansali 
5. Oypsu» is a ponderad material of white or isMtish colour that is ostala«* 

by treating the so-oalled gypsum stone (essentially dehydr*tad calcia« sulpha*«) 

Ths treatment consists in heating tho raw matarial at a low temperature (about 

110-120°C) to obtain the hemihydrate.   The material is then ground into a powder 

suitable for use.   Where gypsum stone is abundant the manufacture of this material 

is simple and inexpensive and can be done by artisan methods, almost without 

initial capital outlay.   Firewood is an appropriate fuel. 

6. Oypsum paste normally h^ens within a few minuten, but tho hardeitcd material 

is stronger when drying is slow.   Oypsum cement is sensitive to humidity, especially 

if the humidity is maintained over long periods.   Oypsum cement losee part of its 

strength when wett«d but regains it on drying again. 

a/ Cement is used in the present report in the sense of the Spanish term 
confi onerante. 
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7. In dry climates, such as that of south-eastern Spain, gypsum has been used 

from time immemorial to build external walls of dwellings and even as a flooring 

material. In very dry climates, suoh as those of the Sahara and the sub~Saharan 

aones, this material could well serve eve* as a roofing material. 

8. In many countries, notably in Spr-n, gypsum is still the ideal material for 

indoor partitions. It is also very usaful for the interior facing of rooms 

(floors and oeilings as well as walls), to the extent that gypsum is known as 

"the material of comfort" in such places. Furthermore, gypsum has important 

fire-retarding properties. 

9. Ceramic units bonded with gypsum mortar may be used not only to build indoor 

partitions but also foni the basis of a technique for the construction of vaults 

and axones and by which roofs, flooring structures anu staircases can be built. 

This method is very rapid and inexpensive, even when the labour cost is relatively 

high. Industries can be developed for the manufacture from gypsum of prefabri- 

cated elements for housing construction.  Some of these industries are considerably 

developed. 

Lime «••J» 
10. The earliest use of lime in building aas been lost in prehistory. It was 

used in »any of the most outstanding architectural and engineering works up to 

last century, and it is very widely used even today. 

11. Hydrated line is commonly obtained by the treatment of limestone (essentially 

oaloiu« oarbeaate). The treatment consists in calcining the stone at a moderate 

heat (over 900°c) to obtain oaloiun» oxide, whioh is later slaked with water, 

producing caloium hydroxide, the form in which it is used* 

12. !ftwre there Is limestone, manufacture of this material is easy and inexpen- 

sive and oan be done by artisan methods, with very low initial capital investment. 

Firewood oan be used as the fuel. 

13. The hardening of a lime and water paste is due primarily to a otFbonation 

process resulting from the aotion of the oarbon dioxide in the air. This process 

is normally very slow, but it can be speeded considerably. Once it has hardened, 

lime is praotioally unaffected by humidity. 

14. Lime oan be used to produce load-bearing mortars and oonoretes. If material 

suoh as possolana is added to lime a hydraulio cement is obtained» that is, 

one that oan harden under water. 
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15. With lime, industries can be developed to produce building blocke that are 

of high strength (silioo-calcarous), of low spocific weight and high insulating 

capacity (porouts materials). In some placee such industries have attained high 

development, and their influence in building is very considerable. 

16. Limestone is rarely pure calcium carbonate; it usually also containc other 

compounds such as alumina and ferric oxide. The nature of such impurities ha3 

much influence on the properties of the calcined material. Consequently the 

treatment of the raw limestone and the clacination temperature should be adapted 

to its chemical composition 30 that products with the required properties will 

be obtained. 

17. Impurities present in the raw stone may result in limes that harden relatively 

quickly and that have considerable strength. When the composition of the lime- 

stone is suitable and it is calcined at the proper temperature, a lime is obtained 

that cannot be slaked. This material can be ground to produce true cements with 

great usefulness in building. These are called "natural cements" and are of 

three kinds: quick-hardening cements, slow-hardening cements, and cements resis- 

tant to sea-water. 

18. Natural cements are obtained by powdering calcined marls, with or without 

later additions, depending on the circumstances. In general, calcining is done 

at temperatures higher than are required for lime but considerably lower than 

those needed to produce Portland cement. This makes it possible to utilize 

relatively simple kilns and poor-quality fuels for their production. 

19. The calcined material is relatively soft, and the fineness (mesh) required 

tor a good natural cement is l^ss than that for Portland cement. This means that 

grinding mills oan be inexpensive and grinding costs may be kept low. Indeed, 

natural comenta oan be produced at competitive prices in installations whose 

initial oost is very low, provided that labour is plentiful and cheap. 

20. A natural cement plant can be economically feaaible even if its production 

is under twenty tone daily. Cements of this kind have long been widely used in 

Spain, and muoh is known there about their production. 

21. Natural ownents that are resistant to sea-water and are therefore suitable 

for maritime work and other uses where the water is salty, aro obtained by 

oaloining certain marls without any additives. Quick-setting natural cements are 

usually ground with certain additives that amount to not more than 5 per cent 

k 
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of the total mix. These cements begin to set a few minutes after the mix water 

is added; the setting is oomplete 30 minutes lrter. 

22. The compressive strength of mortars made with these cernerte»is of the order 

of 13 kg/cm2 after 7 days and atout 20 kg/cm2 after 28 days. These mortars are 

only used in bricklaying. 

23. Slow-setting natural cements are manufactured in rauch the same way as <iuick- 

setting cements. They begin to set within 30 to 35 minutes after being mixed 

with water, and setting is oomplete after 12 hours. Their tensile strength is 

about 15 kg/««2 and reaches 23 kg/a«2 after 28 days, at which time their compres- 

Pive strength is about 80 kg/cm2M These cements are excellent for use in brick- 

laying. 

24. Although it is difficult to say when Portland cement made its appearance in 

construction work, its discovery is often attributed to Joseph Aspdin of Leeds, 

who was granted his first patent in ^iigland in 1Ô24. 

25. By calcining a finely ground and carefully blended mixture of limestone and 

clay materials at about 1450°C, a hard material technically referred to as 

"clinker" is obtained. A hydraulic cement known a? Portland cement is produoed 

by grinding this clinker. 

26. With this cement mortars and concretes are obtained that, a few days after 

mixirig with water, attain strengths much higher than those obtained with lime. In 

oonsequence, Portland oement rapidly attained widespread use. The increasing 

demand for the new cement stimulated the developirer.t of ite industrialised produc- 

tion and its ooramereial use, so that it soon became easier and often leas expensive 

to buy cement than lime, which was thereby progressively displaced from many of 

its traditional uses. 

27. At present, the use of Portland cement has become highly developed in speoifio 

uses in which it has no substitute, «uch as in reinforced and prestressed concrete. 

It is also widely used where it« properties are not fully exploited and has dis- 

placed lime, gypsum and natural cements for commercial rather than for teohnioal 

reasons. 

J RILli (Cembureau) test method (The European Cement Association, 2, rue 
St-Charles, Paris 151, France). 
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28. Present-day Portland cement is a hydraulic cenent obtained fror powdered 

clinker with no additive other than a setting-time regulator. Itoti 1 recently 

this regulator was natural gypsum stone, which was added in proportions related to 

the composition of the clinker, but which generally compose around 4 per cent of 

the mix. 

29» Depending on the composition of the raw materials, on the manufacturing 

process and on the degree of fineness, cements are obtained whose strength is of 

the order of 250 kg/om2 or higher.« High-strength cements, that iE, those with 

strengths greater than 350 kg/cm , are excellent for particular uses, such m  pro- 

stressed concrete and some reinforced concret» work. 

30. However, to make the best use of the propertieu of these high-quality cements 

it is necessary to adopt certain precautions as to storage, date of use and con- 

dition« under which setting and hardening (curing) take place and of the products 

that are-made with it. Also, concrete made with high-strength cements must be 

oarefully proportioned, adequately mixed and placed at the site, with due car« to 

its proper compaction etc. being taken. 

31. These oements axe not very suitable for eertein uses in bncklayingt mince 

mortar» made only of clean »and and oement are not very plastic and have low 

capacity to retain water. Both mortars and concrete that are very rich in high- 

duality cement often undergo dimensional changes. To reduce these it is neceaeary 

to adopt a technique that is not always practicable at small- and medium-eised 

working sites. 

32* To correct these effecto and sometimes to improve certain properties of p«re 

oement, it i* possible to obtain, from clinker, other kinds of '-»crtlaad cement 

known generioally as "addition Portland". We refer in particular to the three 

-foUoningi (a) commercial Portland, (b) blast-furnace Portland and (c) possolanie 

Portland» 

33* In some case« the term "commercial Portland oements" can be applied to thœe 

that--o©Bt*int. in addition to the primary ingredients of Portland oement (clinker 

and^gypaumAtone),.eertain additives, in a proportion no hié*er than 10 per oent, 

that, improve some of the qualities of the cements, mortars or concretes made with 

then* Fractionally, these cements, whose strength is always higher than 250 kg/ow ,» 

a/ after 28 days, oompreaaion tested by the RIL3Î (Cembureau) method. 
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are suitable for most reinfcreed-concrete work.    Prom the manufacturing standpoint, 

these additional Portlands permit an increase in plant output and a reduction in 

production oost. 

34. Blast-furnace Portland cements are prepared with very thoroughly mixed 

ingredients, consisting essentially of basic granulated slag obtained from blast- 

furnace processes, clinker and calcium sulphate.    The proportion of slag used 

varies greatly, according to the composition of the clinker and the desired charac- 

teristics of the cement that is sought.    For example,  it can be stated that 30 

per cent slag is an ordinary proportion, and that in certain cases it oan be 

doubled, so that the resulting cement will still have a strength of not less than 

350 kg/cm2.*' 

35. Blast-furnace Portland cements are useful for large-scale concrete work 

including large-volume jobs:    reinforced concrete work, especially if low hydra- 

tion heat is needed? maritime works 5 pre-cast units| paving and soil stabilisation 

for it.   The use of these cements is not advisable when the ambient temperature 

is below 5°C and when the externa aspect of the work is important, since they may 

stain and change colour. 

36. Pozsolanic Portland cements are hydraulic cements obtained from grinding a 

thorough mixture of pozzolana and Portland oement clinker, with the possible 

addition of a setting regulator.    These cements, whose strength is also of the 

order of 300 kg/cn)2i^ ar« xm6tyiL for oertain f&cing *** jointing mortars, work 
m which low heat-development is needed, and cases where there is a risk that the 

aggregate may react with the oement alkalis.    They are particularly suitable for 

maritime work. 

37. Diverging farther from strictly Portland oement, but still using Portland 

oliaker as the raw material, it is possible to make other types of cement that 

are of great use in specific work.   Rotable among these are supersulphated eeatents 

and mixed cements. 

38. Supersulphated oements are hydreulio cements obtained from the close mixture 

of granulated slag and oaloium sulphate in suoh a ratio that the produot oontaias 

5 - It per cent sulphur trioxide, with additions of lime, Portland clinker or 

Portland oement in amounts of no more than 5 P«r oent.   These oements have low 

a/ After 28 days, compression tested by RILSH (Cembureau) method. 
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compressive strengths but never below 250 kg/cm M They are useful for mass 

concrete work and certain reinforced concrete structures that must withstand high 

pressures and aggressive agents for hydraulic work, and for underground and mari- 

time work.    They are unsuitable for dry   environments or when slow setting may be 

undesirable or in climates with temperatures below 5 C. 

39. Most of the oem3nts thus far mentioned are really mixed cements, and many of 

them are especially useful for brickwork.    However, the term "mixed cemente" can 

be reserved for those designed and manufactured especially for use in bricklaying. 

In all suoh cements, Portland clinker is mixed with other ingredients to produce 

plasticity, adhesiveness, water-retention and other desired characteristics.   This 

involves a loss of mechanical strength and, in some oases, of quickness in setting. 

40. The plastifiers normally added to the olinker are over-calcined natural 

cements, clay and lime.    The compressive strength»  of such mixed cements varies 

considerably} there are standardized types with strengths of about 35 Wcm » 

others of 60 kg/om2.    It was noted above that, with natural cements, a compressive 

strength of 80 kg/om   can be attained easily. 

41. It is often possible to produce good brickwork mortar of more than 150 kg/om 

compressive strength by grinding together Portland clinker and inert materials, 

with or without over-oalcined natural cements.    Lime may be used instead of slow- 

••tting natural cement.    The inert materials oan be either any matter that is 

insoluble in concentrated hydroohlorio acid and treated subsequently with sodium 

oarbonate (5 per oent solution) or oaloareous magneeian or dolomitio marls.    It 

is not advisable to include the following materials in cements for briokwork mortars: 

high-alumina, natural quiok-setting, blast-fumaoe or supersulphated oeraents, or 

any material that may affeot unfavourably the setting process, hardening, volume 

stability or durability of the cement or of the mortars that are made from it. 

42.    The purjose of these introductory remarks is not to review exhaustively all 

cements that are used in construction but merely to provide some information on 

the more common oements that have some relationship to Portland cement.   High- 

alumina oeraents, whose manufacture is very similar to that of Portland cement, 

but whose usos are very specific have been omitted, as well has any consideration 

of special facing cements, whose main features are their bonding and deformation 

capacity, sir.ce their compositions are very specific and varied. 

a/ RIL3H (Cembureau) test method« 
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The production and consumption of cements 

43. Cements are used to stabilize soils, as bases of road paving, to make such 

paving to build bridges, dame, canals,  power stations and the like.    They are 

used to make harbours usablo.  to canalize rivers and to build healthy, durable 

and comfortable dwellings.    However, corneal is only one of many usable materials. 

Many centuries before the first cement factory was built, structures were erected 

whose beauty and solidity still amaze us. 

44. Certain materials and techniques which appeared and were developed at 

various historical epochs ani which fully met the requirements of those times 

have been abandoned;  unfortunately so in some instances.    Present conditions in 

some developing countries are very similar to those of societies which, in earlier 

times, used these materials to oréate such techniques.    It would thus ••em appro- 

priate to use these materials and methods, especially if they have been improved, 

in places where the social and economic conditions, including the labour supply, 

are suitable.    Such conditions are quite different from those needed for the 

development of large-scale modern industry.    It is thus olear that gypsum, lime 

and the natural cements can be very useful in solving simply and economically 

some of the problems of oertain developing nations.    This is especially true since 

the production and use of these materials can benefit considerably from the 

advances that science, teohnology and industry have placed at the service of 

manufacturer* and builders. 

45. an example is Spain, where the annual consumption of oement per person is 

«ore than 430 kg, and where o4'/,uuu tons of natural oement as well as 78,000 toas 

o* hydraulic lime and 2.000.000 tons of gypsum are produced eaoh year.    In many 

cases, these materials make it possible to solve construction problems of such 

importance as rural housing, facing of water conduits, construction of snail 4a*s, 

diversion of irrigation water and soil stabilisation in road-building. 

46. The produotion and utilization of these materiale have the advantage of 

absorbing muoh manual labour at the times of the year when agriculture does not 

need it.   The necessary installations are small and oan be adapted to limited 

market needs and declines in demand. 

47. In more developed oountries, Portland oement tends to displace other binding 

materials.   This phenomenon should, however, be analysed in terms of the conditions 

in these oountries;  conditions that are not always present in developing oountries. 



On the contrary, for example, in some developing regions nomadic peoples may still 

be found who muet oe settled and for whom meanu of livelihood must be found. 

Distances are large, the means of traneport are limited, and the consumer nuclei, 

both actual and potential, are still very ¡small. Alno, in many of these countries, 

although manual labour is relatively cbundant, there is little capital. 

48. In many situations, therefore, parallel with the development of Portland 

cement production, the possibility of producing other cements and of developing 

techniques for their use should be considered. In 3uch cases, these useful and 

inexpensive materials can contribute to the solution of existing problems. They 

can help in the development of a specialized labour force and an indigenous tech- 

nology that could be the expression of the creative genius of a people. 

49« To return to the consideration of Portland cement and its derivatives, we 

find that there are extensive areas of the world where their consumption is very 

limited and where this lack is not compensated for by the use of other types of 

cement. Thus, annual cement consumption per person is 37 kg in Asia, 43 l'*g in 

Afrioa and 90 kg in South America, as compared with 375 kg in Jurope. 

50. In all developing countries it is found, fortunately, that the use of cement 

is increasing,*' but this rise world certainly have been sharper had there not been 

an unmet demand. An indication of this demand is the volume of imported cement. 

However, this indicator is not very accurate since, because of the high cost of 

imported cement and the shortage of foreign exchange, as well as the inaccessibility 

of some of these markets, the import of cement is severely restricted in many 

developing countries. Analysis of cement imports shows that inland countries, 

and particularly those of Central Afrioa, import far less coment than coastal 

countries. In interior zones the use of cement is therefore limited almost wholly 

to the minimum basic requirements. 

51. If mean individual inoome and cement consumption for various countries are 

compared and both of these values are marked on a system of logarithmic co-ordinate 

axes, a scattering of points is obtained that may be fitted by a curve whose slope 

measures the elasticity ratio* of demand for cement according to income level. 

Host developing oountries are situated below the curve, which indicates consumptions 

that are lower than would actually correspond to their income level. This difference 

a/ In Africa, during the period 1950-1963 it was 5 per cent. 

by lilaaticity ia defined as the ratio of the relative change in total demand 
to relative ohange in income. 
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ia another barometer that permits estimation of degree of unmet demand in a given 

country.    This estimated unmet demand can serve to determine the necessary volume 

of imports, but it is an unsatisfactory guide for the oalculation of needed pro- 

duction capacity of a future cement  industry, since the establishment of such an 

industry must talee a certain time,  during which demand would continue to increase. 

52. It is possible to estimate potential production in each developing country 

by examining the close relation that exists between mean individual income and per 

person consumption of oement.    Thus, for instance, on the basis of the study of 

Afriosn populations done by the United Nations,^ we oould obtain some idea of the 

order of magnitude of the future demand for cerasnt in that région. 

53. To this and, and only as examples, let us consider three hypotheses on the 

incrtasnt rats of individual incomet namely 2 per cent, 3 per oent and 4 per oent. 

Thsse rates of inorease roughly correspond, respectively, to increases in the total 

national income of 4.5 per cent, 5.5 per oent and 6.5 per oent if estimated probable 

increases ia population are taken into aocount.    It will be observed that for a 

mean inoome increment of 3 per cent in all regions of Africa there would be a total 

demand for cement in that continent of 18.7 million tons in 19?0| this would in- 

orease to 26 million tons in 1975 • 

54. However, different regions will develop at different rates.    3xperienoe 

attained over the last few years and plans for future economic development indioate 

that a rate of increase of 2 per cent can be forecast for 'Jestern and Central 

Afrioa, one of 3 per oent for East Africa and 3outhern Afrioa and one of 4 per oent 

can be expected for Korth Afrioa.    This would mean total demands for oement of 

18.5 million tons in 1970 and of 26.4 million tons for 1975» which, is a very similar 

demand to that resulting from an expeoted mean productivity inorement of 3 per oent 

for Afrioa as a whole.   On the basis of the oement output in 1963, there would be 

deficits of 9 million tons in 19TO and of about 16 million tons in 1975 in Afrioa 

alone.    In other continents there are rsgions that are also in the process of 

development and where increasing deficits in cement output may be anticipated in 

the next few years. 

55,   To meet the demand there are but two alternatives!   either to inorease oement 

imports or to develop local cement industries.   Beoause of the growing need for 

a/ Demographic Yearbook 1964 (United Mations publication, Sales Ko.65, XIII, l). 
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cement in developing countries, the  first alternative rould cause •>. larr«; dr¡un on 

currency reserves.   Thus, for instance, the 3 million tons of cement  imported in 

I963 by African countriea,  at the CIP price of U3    25 per ton, meant  a currency 

outlay of about   US   ¿75 million.    By 1975 this outlay might have to be  increaced 

fivefold. 

56. The principal contribution of the cement industry to the economice of the 

developing nations would be to aid development with a capital input lower than 

the cost of imported cement, thus permitting a saving in foreign currency. 

57. Prom the social standpoint the establishment of domestic cement industries 

would help to settle any nomadic populations and to provide employment  for the 

population, in addition to stimulating the building industry.    Prom the educational 

standpoint, a local cement industry would favour the training of skilled labour 

and technicians.   Also, the resulting concentration of families would facilitate 

the education of their children. 

56.   However, there are factors that may impede the establishment of a domestic 

cement industry.   Some important ones are the following:    (a) wide separation jf 

the sones where there is a significant demand (b) limited consumption capacity of 

each of these sones (0) considerable distanoes between the consumption sones and 

sometimes from the districts where raw materials, fuel and electricity are available 

for production (d) limited transport facilities (road, railways etc.)  (e) limited 

raw materials deposits and (f) limited availability or complete lack of capital. 

59* The dispersal of the consumption sones and the distances which often separate 

them makes it difficult to supply several of them from the same plant} this there- 

foie implies 1 provisionally at least, a dispersal of plants. The limited consump- 

tion of each »one makes it essential to consider plants of relatively low capacity 

but which are so planned as to facilitate increases in their capacities by succes- 

sive steps when demand justifies it. 

60.   linen great distanoes separate various consumption sones it is advisable to 

plan cement plants primarily for local consumption, with a marginal production to 

supply relatively distant sones when these sones are without their own local 

supplies-«   The distance between the cement plant and existing sources of electrical 

energy may make, it neoessary to establish & local power plant. 
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61. Inadequacy of the transportation network may require the distribution of 

cement plants in such a way that the cement produced by a given plant will not be 

much more costly in the more remete parts of the region supplied by it. 

62. Haw materials deposits, because of their quality and location, may require 

the adoption of manufacturing methods that might not be the most economical and 

profitable, for the estimated output. 

63. 'Ihen capital is lacking, the extent to which cement plants should be mecha- 

nized should be considered very carefully.    It «ill usually be found advantageous 

to set them up with minimum mechanization, making maximum use of manual labour. 

Of course, the closeness with which such a course can be followed will depend not 

only on economic considerations but on the political requirements of the country 

in question.    The experience of Spain in this connexion is illustrative. 

64. In I95O (figure I) cement production in Spain was barely 2,932,000 tons, 

of'which a very appreciable proportion came from small plants,  almost entirely 

without mechanization.   More than 45 P*r cent of these plants produced no «ore 

than 200,000 tons, and even these had productivities of the order of only 250 ton. 

per man per year.   At that time the annual output of hydraulic lime wa. about 

400,000 tons, which is a relatively high proportion of the total cement production. 

65.   The increasing industrial development of Spain has influenced its cement 

industry, and well defined tendencies have resulted: 

local marketing zones. 
M Low-output plants without very local and specific market e have had either to 
C  } olü£ down or to extend *UL modernize their installations, 

(c) Medium-output plants (which in 1950 were regarded as having large output.) 
have been enlarged and mechanized. 

i. still to oome in Spain. 

«.   Uh«, thl. »port «. in pr.par.tion (19«) «• nu»b.r of c.«nt plant. In 

Spain had almost douhl.d (fifa» II).    PI-* -* J•»* «*»«*• 0f n° "°" **" 

60,000 ton. «r. only IT.9 P« -* •» «- «** -* ten4ad ^^'^ * *" 
.till furth.r.    0« tt. oth.r h»d, plant. 11k y.arly output, of 200,000 ton. or 

„or. oo».tit»t.d 55.8 per oont of th. „ritar of plant..    In larg. plant, produo- 

tWty «a. of the ord.r of 2,000 u» v — »« »-*•    Ä '** °f ** ^'"^ 
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Figure I 

Ceaent production capacity in Spam in 1950 

Annual production in plants 1000 Par 
with capacities of;  tona cent 

Leas than 50,000 tons 385 13.5 
50,000 to 100,000 ton« 821.4 27 
100,000 to 200,000 tons 1,306.4 45 
More than 200,000 tons 419.25 14.5 
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•     »     •      1 • • • •ft * 

Plant nuabe jaSr 

C—at proàuetion capacity in Spain in 1966 

Plant nual ibr* 

•aoh wrtioal line represents a spec if io plan* 
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»till exerted by small plante, the mean productivity in the cement industry of 

Spain as a whole is about 1,000 tons per man per year. 

67.    Tlie course of development of the Spanish cement industry is thuo a very real 

and eloquent example that can serve as an indication of what might happen in other 

ragione «•»*• conditions are to some extent siglar.    It thus seems that in coun- 

tries whose development is now beginning to acollárate, the first step would be to 

•eteblish a number of plants of small output, connected to specific development 

«one. ("first-ftneration" plants).   The following guiding factors should be con- 

eidered in the development of these early plantai 
(a) Production capacity ehould be adente to swot the present markets and damand 

that »ay arise in the near future. 
(b) Plants should be daaignad to as to facilitato increase in output and in degree 

of mechanization. 
(e) îae gre**«* uee of anual labour should bo »«do that is compatible with 

oonpetitive condition» in the marketing «one. 
id) Sot up these plant, with the mini«» initial oepitel iny»»tnont that ***%* 

o^rreWo«lliV, •« if «*• involve, nig*«* oivil engineering co.t».   The.e 
aTbTLt prtnUly with local manual labour and «tortali. 

(o) Hak» the installed power «apply at •••11 a« poeoibl«. 

(f) Hake the greatest poe»ibl» use of local re* smterials and fuel«. 

(g) avoid the uee of delicate mechan!»» that w«**" *•*•«* ******* and involve 
big« nalntenance costs. 

(a) 0»e the plant» ae teohnioal training centre*. 

68.   à »eoond step would be the «large**** and «odemitation ef the.» firet- 

g«»eretlon piente, eo that production can be e^plenented with *»eoond-goner.tion« 

nient, wità wider «nrteting area».    The- plant, would have a regional rather than 

a loonl character,    «mere tnete are aireen ««eentrated »one. with »umoient 

deanftd for oeeent to jnwtify prodaotion at a relatively bigb JwU output, it 

«¿g** be H^fieMe to establish »one womtHÈ»*r«i<* *»*• **"*•"*. ** 
•hould be planned eo that they can be readily trenefomed into even nere 
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CHAPTER TÍO 

TgJHHff AL AND BCQUOnC ASPBCTS 

Initial capital investment in the cement industry 

69. The experience of industrialized countries ahows a certain constant magnitude 

in the elasticity factor between the capacity of a plant and the total invested 

capital.    In medium-capacity plants this factor may be said to be 0.7; that is, 

to establish a plant with double the capacity of another, the necessary investment 

is about 70 per cent larger. 

70. In developing countries,  and specifically in the case of small plants, the 

above ratio becomes very different for several reasons, among them: 

(a) The costs of bringing water, preparing tho ground, building approach and 
servioe roads, the laying of electrical and other lines and so-forth are 
practically constant. 

(b) The oorfcB of initial research, technical aid, analysis and prior tests for 
a amali plant are practically the same as for a medium-sized one. 

(c) The difference in cost between small machinery and medium-sized equipment is, 
in general, very slight in small-scale production. 

(d) The ooets of assembly of a small-output plant are not much smaller than those 
for one of medium-output. 

71. In some parts of Africa and in other regions with under-developed communica- 

tion» network», transportation costs may critically affect the cost of the plant. 

Tbl» can be illustrated by two examples token from the same part of Afrioa.    In 

licerla, a cement plant of 200,000 ton/year oapacity was built in 1960^, with a 

»it (ton of output per year) capital investment of the order of IB A9*    In 

Kiffer, another plant of 45|000 ton/year capacity, is being erected, whose unit 

oost la about US ,116.    This iwnense difference is attributable to the high trans- 

portation ooate at the latter project. 

72. It would therefore seem tliat to estimate provisionally the cost of the Initial 

•stablishewnt of a »«all- or »ediwe-eiied plant in a doveloping country, the 

following formula could be proposedî 

»t 

C   - Co»* of initial »»*»Mi»Jii*eat in thouaamd» of UB dollars.   This inelud»»« 

a/ The year building IM» bègue 
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ia.)  cost of machinery, (b) transportation of machinery to the plant site, including 

insurance cost, (c) civil-engineering works at the cement plant and at the quarry, 

and (d) erection and installation costs and technical aesiatance. 

73. Not included are:  (a) customs duties, taxes and other fiscal charges on the 

machinery, (b) road approachoc to the plant and quarry, if either or both are 

more than two kilometres from the main road or other road that is usable through- 

out the year, (c) water, electrical power supply and the like if these are not 

at a reasonable distance from the plant site, (d) interest charges on capital 

during the construction period and on the initia capital needed to start produc- 

tion, mining or taxes ar.d duec of a local character, or (e) social amenities of 

any kind, such as housing for workers. 

74. a r- Possibility factor, which depends upon the conditions under which machinery 

that has been sent by ship can be unloaded and transported to the plant site. 

'!hen a port exists that ir reasonably well fitted for unloading, and when the 

plant is not more than 500 km from it and is accessible by road or rail, then 

a. 1. '.fhon distances exe lenger and tracks or adapted roads must be used, the 

value of a may approach 2. 

75. A - Summation factor, which depends on the state of development of the country. 

If the country is sufficiently industrialised to supply an appreciable part of the 

plant and technicians experienced in the cement industry, then A - 700. Most 

usually, in countries that are beginning their industrial development, A - 1JO0. 

76. B - Factor depending on the type of manufacturing process: 

for long rotary kilns B - 3'- 
for short ro"*-try kilns B » 30 
for vertical kilns     B « 23 

77. P - Annual clinker output in thousands of tons. This figure is obtained by 

inultiplying the daily capacity by 330 working days per year. 

78. Prom the above statements, in those countries whose development is still in 

the initial phase, the applicable f-r-mulM would bei 

for long rotary kilns C. - a (1500 + 32 Pj 
for short rotary kilns C, « a (I5OO •»• 30 PJ 
for vertical kilns     CJ - a (1500 • 23 Pft) 

79. In plants that are not far from the sea-coast or are connected to it by road, 

such as those in Ethiopia, which are within the zone served by the railway fro» 

Djibouti to Addis Ababa, or which are on roads linking the capital to the seaports, 
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i  = l.    In the c&ce of Niger and other inland countries,   a could take valuec  very 

close to 2.    Consequently,  referring only to easily accessible places,  the  approp- 

riate formulae would be: 

for lone rotary kiln C.   = I50O + 32 P. 
for short rotary kiln C.  = I300 + 30 Pa 

for vertical kiln C: = I50Û + 23 Pa 

x <x 

80.    Por plants of other production capacities  it would be possible to obtain a 

first approximation of the cost of initial establishment if the above formulae 

applied, as shown below.    These approximations are given in thousands of US dollars. 

(a) Plant with yearly output of 65tOÜO tons, dry process, short kiln, recuperator 

and cooling grill.    High degree of mechanization. 

Cx - I5OO + 30 x 65 = 3450 

(b) Plant with yearly output of 100,000 tons,  dry process, short kiln, recuperator 

and cooling grill.   High, degree of mechanization. 

C,  - I5OO + 30 x 100 - 45OO 

(c) Plant with 150,000 tons yearly output, similar to the above. 

C.  - I5OO + 30 x 150 - 6OOO 

(d) Plant with yearly output of 40,000 tons, wet procesa and reasonable degree of 

mechanization. 

(^ » 1500 + 32 x 40 - 278O 

(e) Plant with yearly output of 100,000 tons, »ret process, similar to the previous 

one. 

Cx - I5OO + 32 x 100 - 47OO 

(f) Plant with yearly output of 25,000 tons, vertical kiln. 

Cx - I50O + 23 x 25 - 2075 

(g) Plant with yearly output of 451^00 *on»i with vertical kiln, similar to the 

previous one. 

0% - 1500 + 23 x 45 - 2535 

(h) Plant with yearly output of 60,000 tone, wrtioal kiln, similar to the préviens 

ene. 

Gx - I5OO + 23 x 60 - 2880 

81.    At* regards the influence due to the principal items that must be taken into 

account to estimate the investment Cj, the following guidance is offered« 

(a) In plants wi+a short rotary kiln with heat-reoovery unit»    the machinery will 

constitute about 45 per cent of the total cost; transportation expenses may oe 

somewhat more than 30 per cent of the total cost} and erection costs, start-up 
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costs and related  ito• can hu eBtimatod at  15 - 20 per cent of the total cost. 

(b) In long rotary-kiln plante:    machinery will represent about 42 per cent of 

thu total coBt;  transportation expenses are somewhat higher by 11 per cent than 

in the previous eaee, for a total of 41 per cent;  civil-engineering work should 

be caleced at more  than 35  por cent of total cost,   and erection costs, start- 

up costs and similar items are of the same approximate relative cost as in the 

previous case. 
(c) In vertical-kiln plants, the approximate relative costs of various items are 

as follows:    machinery involves 30 per cent of the total costj transportation is 

10 per cent of total cost; civil-engineering work is 40 per cent of total costi 

and erection costo, start-up costs and various other items are 20 per cent of 

total cost. 

82.    Outlay of foreign currency is usually a very serioua problem in countries 

without their own heavy industry and no specialized capability in the cement 

branch.    When all machinery and transportation equipment must be imported, the 

foreign currency investment    is of the order of 75 - 80 per oent.    However, if 

the country has an industry capable of providing light machinery and part of the 

general equipment, such as electrical motors, means of transportation, metal 

structures, boiler-shop facilities, and electrical installations, the foreign 

investment can be reduced to about 55 per cent of the total initial establish*«* 

cost. 

83.    Fixed expenses are almost independent of the production output.    Before 

setting up the industrial activity in either large or small plants, it is neces- 

sary to carry out a number of prior investigations, among the most important of 

which arei   market research and study of the raw materials.   In general, prior 

Borket research must be moro exhaustive for small plants than for larger ones, 

but in any case the following aspects must be considered!    (a) current and pro- 

jMtod consumption capacity, (b) presently unmet de«and,  (o) present and poMihie 

future substitution of imported cement for domestically produced material, 

(d) location of the consumption sones and (e) distribution of cement and, where 

applicable, of the semifinished product (clinker). 

84.    Even aonee that are almost entirely devoid of supplies, with primitive 

economies and very limited consumption nuclei, subject to strictly defined develop- 

Mt programmes, require the presence of the site of specialist, who should devote 
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not less than one month to feasibility studios.    However,   should these exporte 

decide that a plant with very limited output  should be established, the  cost of 

such preliminary 3tudy will represent a heavy charge on the  initial establishment 

costs. 

85. Studies relating to raw materials should be equally complete, whether they 

apply to a small plant or to a large one and should cover the following aspects: 

(a) Location of possible raw materialsj 

(b) Investigation of the raw materials that are known to exist, with the 
principal aim of determining x^hether they have any properties that make thorn 
unsuitable for use; 

(o) estimation of approximate volumes of deposits that aro  considered available 
for immediato use;  and 

(d) Provisional teohnical analyses of each probable deposit, 30 that the best 
possible system of cement production can bo chosen. 

86. The cost of these undertakings will depend upon the  accessibility of the 

regions under study and on whether, sooner or later, ojitable mineral deposits 

are found.    In certain regions of developing countries, the cost of hiring heli- 

copters for such exploration can represent a sizeable element of the total cost 

of the initial investigation phase j» similarly, the cosx  of exploratory borings 

has great influence in the total cost of these operations. 

87. Once the quarries have been investigated and found  to be adequate,  the work 

must be completed with a careful analysis of the availability of other requisitoa 

suoh as electrical power, fuels, and other energy nourci n ,  mnnurl labour,  communi- 

cations end water.    The totrl cost of this phase may vary considerably.     If it 

does not require any special work, it can be  included in the proviouB studies. 

On ta« other hand, it may involve a substantial outlay,  if communications are 

diffioult,  if electrical power lines are remote and if water must be brought to 

the surface and conducted to the site from a considerable distance. 

88.   The plant dasiga requires testa on the granulation,   calcinili« and sometimes 

grinding of raw memorials, on the basis of which the process of manufacture is 

decided upon and the machinery ie designed and its sise determine*.    Generally, 

Ih« design of the plant is priced as a deoreasing percent*^ of its total cost. 

mj From studies performed in the Iberian Peninsula, in the Canary Islands and in 
W sen* African eountries, it appears that the oost of auch investigations can 

be estimated at more than IB   .»50,000. 
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This may vary from 3 to 4 per cent for large planta to aoubie tuia t'iÄ-ure for 

small ones.    In any case, there is a minimum coat of design, including the tests, 

which is independent of the plant aize.^ 

89. Prom the above it is clear that independently or almost independently of 

the manufacturing process and the plant capacity, allowance must be made for prior 

expenses, whose minimum amount will rarely be less than IB   70,000 and it is often 

greater.    In modium-sised plants these expenses are relatively unimportant to 

the total cost of initial establishment, but this is not the oane for small plants 

such as those considered in this report.   To reduoe the burden of prior expenses 

in the total costs of separate small plants, it is suggested that suoh studies 

be done for relatively large regions, so that their cost can be distributed among 

several plants. 

90. Tne civU«*eng4neering work applicable to a cement plant can vnry considerably, 

depending on factors such as the site topography, type of foundations, length of 

approach roads and the manufacturing process selected.   As a firat approximation, 

it 00» be said thnt in general the following prior works will be required! 

Approximate cost in thousands of 
IB dollars, per plant of 

mff m 

Qround oonditioninc 

Road to quarry 

Approach road to plant 

Urban planning of plant 

10 

20 

8 

JSÜL 

12 

20 

8 

JMS* 

IT 
50 

50 
16 

fots! . •  • • • t 30 m 

J foia minim» oost of teohnioal 
US  ,12,000. 

Tema of dally onpaoity. 

assistanoe  is  unlikely to be less toan about 

BS sas 
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91 •    The folloifiof installations for the receiving,  storage and transport of raw 

material must be provided: 

Approximate oost in thousands of 
US dollars per plcnt of 

y* 3K àm 
Crushing 5 13 50 

Clay reception 248 

Raw-materials storage 10 15 30 

Gb/psu» warehouse 
installationo 6 8 16 

In-plant transport of 
Materials 2 10 17 

Total       25 52 121 

92«   The preparation of raw materials lay the arar process requires a number of 

bulldlnf« to sense the maohinery.   These include t 

Approximate cost in thousands of 
IB dollar« per plant of 

m m im. 
Orindinf mill building 20 30 50 

BomogontsaUon building 30 50 65 

Oonofealsation installations     6 6 8 

Total       56 86 143 

13* The oaloininf prooess calls for suitable installations to tease the kilns, 

tranvia*«**, recuperators, asá ether equipment. In the oase of vertió«! kilns, 

ti« civil «jiftnsertof work will be approximately M follows« 

Approximate oost in thousands of 
IB dollar« per plant of 

Kiln building 8 10 12 

Sieving devio«« - 25 25 
Clinker store«« faoiltiee 8 20 35 
Treneport of «ataríais 5 10 16" 

Tot«!      21 65 86 
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94. The grinding and storage of ooment will involve the following worke: 

approximate cost in thousands of 
US dollars per plant of 

jo* m UBI 
<3rindin«-<aill building §/ 30 50 

Stoffe silos 30 50 100 

Packing and delivery 5 15 32 
 •••• » mi •         •• f  •      ". 

Total       35 95 182 

95, The fuel and water installations will rwjuire civil~«ngineerin£ work that 

M|P vary considerably, depending cm circumstances, but in general tha following 

ra^oiremant oan be assumed! 

Approximate oost in thousands of 
US dollars par plant of 

At» . «H l«* 

Btorag« ana conditioning of foal 10 15 20 

Matar softener» and decanters 8 15 25 

Oalleries and oonduits Î        8        10 

Total   25       38        55 

96.   Electrical inatallstiona, including tefn-tanaion linea entry, trsnsfornara 

and lowwtanaion distribution grid, involve work whose cost may be estimated aa 

foltasjr 

ipproximate oost in thousands of 
US dollars par plant of 

5       15        20 

fi,   1» addition, at each plant it will be neeessary to set up ganara! stores, 

ttoraa far apar« parta, a workshop, a laboratory, a firat-aid ronra and a building 

to. house di*ssing-rooma, tha workers' mass, offices and similar servi oes.   Tha 

oost ef thia auxiliary oonstruotion oan ba estimated as follow« i 

Approximate oost in thousands nf 
    .  ^     US dollars per plant of 

«i» ** ism 
15 30 TO 

a/ The 20 torn p«* i»y pian* wUl ao»»lly a*v« but eoa grinding mill. 
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98.    Thus the total civil-engineering coats can be estimated at: 

Approximate cost in thousands of 
US dollars per plant of 

20t 52Í 100t 

Initial works                               38 40 133 

Raw materials                               25 52 121 

Preparation of row 
materials                                   56 86 143 

Caloination                                   21 65 88 

Grinding and delivery of 
cement                                         35 95 I82 

Fuel and water                             25 38 55 

Electrical installations            5 15 20 

Auxiliary construction             15 30 70 

Total 220 421 712 

Assuming that the whole of the oivil-engineering work is amortised in 15 years 

for plants 20 tons and 50 tons/day output and that it will be amortised in 20 

years for plants of 100 tons/day output, the influence of this item on the 

production oost will bet 

20* 50* —¿SOL- 
US ¿2.10 US a.40 US  vl.08 

99. In plants with vertical kilns, the oost of first establishment oan be appre- 

ciably reduced, not only due to the lower cost,of the machinery, but also beoause 

special arrangements oan be made.   For example, in very small plants the same 

grinding mill oan be used alternatively for the olinker and the raw material. 

This arrangement, which is presented in detail elsewhere in this report, oan make 

possible important savings.    In medium-siaed plants, when the raw material makes 

it feasible, it is possible to use vertical grinding mills to prepare the raw 

materials.    This oan also be a souroe of savings. 

WflliHffl 9°»*,B 

100. The present trends in all   industries, and speoifioally in the cement industry, 

are threefold; that is, to rationalize production methods, to mechanize the 

installations, and to automate the processes. 
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101« Rationalization of production methods implies programming and systemization 

of the operations.   This can result in an effective reduction of unit cost only if 

it is applied to specific minimum volumes of production.    T?ith smaller volumes, 

the cost of organization,  inspection and management might not only fail to reduce 

unit cost but could increase it by increasing the overhead expenses.    In cement 

manufacturing, these minimum production volumes are relatively low; they are 

applicable, at least to a degree, to plants with annual outputs as low as 20,000 

tons. 

102. Mechanization has two aspects, depending on whether its purpose is to achieve 

a specific final quality or economize on manual labour.    In small plants, these 

objectives can be met by mechanizing the grinding and homogenizing of the raw 

materials and the cement.    The calcining process must also be included in this 

aspect to a certain extent.   The remaining processe« need not be mechanized. 

Mechanization to redùco the use of manual labour, which is desirable in some of the 

more developed countries, is a problem of balance between existing labour costs sad 

the initial outlay that is necessary to reduce them.^    In countries in earlier 

stages of development, there are social and political factors that have more weight 

than the strictly economic ones; hence it is not uncommon and may be convenient 

for a country or an industry to remain slightly behind those more advanced in 

mechanization. 

103« Automation, it may be said, is to the intellectual worker what mechanisation 

is to the manual worker.    If automation is to be meaningful, a high degree of 

mechanization must precede it.    Consequently, in countries in the earlier phases 

of eoonomic development, this subject should be considered very carefully. 

104« The progressive scarcity of manual labour and concurrent inorease in its cost 

cause manufacturers to increase the degree of mechanisation in their plants. 

However, for technical reasons which are considered later in this report, mechani- 

zation cannot be successfully applied to installations below a certain size.   New 

plants therefore tend to have increased productive capacities.   This tendency is 

accelerated by the following four factors: 

(a) Increasing demand for cement in the marketing zone of the plant; 

(b) Improvement in transportation, which makes it possible to extend the market 
area of the plant; 

a/ In Spain this amount was of the order of US ^20,000 in 1°66. 
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(c) The greater efficiency of large machinery as compared with that of small 
maohinory; and 

(d) The fact that the cost of machinery increases less steeply than does its 
output capacity. For instance, to install a vertical kiln with a 100 ton/day 
output costs only approximately 1.6 times as much as for a kiln with an output 
of only 50 tons/day. 

105. However, each manufactui\L.ig system seems to have a specific size above which 

the relative saving, as regards initial establishment cost and technical production 

cost, is less marked. Indeed, certain manufacturing systems are specifically 

suited to production levels that do not exceed certain limits; beyond these limit« 

there is no economy in increasing the size of installations. In such instances it 

is preferable to abandon the existing production system and adopt another that is 

botter suited to the new magnitude of output. 

106. The technical cost of production will decline as the size of the plant in- 

creases, if this increase in production capacity is accompanied by a suitable 

mechanisation. The following figures are cited only for guidance and refer to a 

plant fitted with vertical kilns. 

Yearly production capacity (tons) 

18,000 36,000  65,000  100,000 400,000 

Teohnical production cost 
a* percentage of the corres- 
ponding production cost in 
a plant with 400,000 ton 
capacity. 

210 150 126 116 100 

It is evident that the competitiveness of a plant with very low capacity is 

correspondingly poor. 

107* The production factors that affect teohnical production costs can be demon- 

strated in the form of percentages that vary with the size of the plant. In 

general, the influence of manual labour decreases, while the costs of spare parts 

and maintenance are kept constant, and other factors increase in influence. The 

following figure« are given merely as an indication: 

••H HM 
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Influence given in percentages, on the technical production coot,  for plants, 

whose daily production in tons (t) ist 

Raw materials 10.10 13-94 21.75 

Manual labour 45-19 31.19 10.60 
Fuel 23.02 30.11 36.86 

Ikiergy 11*54 14.61 20.72 

apare partit maintenance and 
miscellaneous 10^5 10.15 10*07 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

?»^"^M **** »nth mitad MM>JULOSksmmMàJîaÈaià. 
Influence, given in percentages, on the tscimie&l production cost for piarte 

odiose daily production in tens (t) is: 

3  ^   IM   M   um 
Row materials 10-4 14 5 17-0 19.5 22.0 

Manual labour 51.0 36.0 2Ó.6 21.6 11.2 

fu»l 18.6 26.2 31 4 33.6 39-5 

Energy 9-6 13.1 "4-9 15-2 H«3 

Spare part«, and iritaoellaneowi 10.4 10,2 10.? 10.1 10.1 

100.0   100.0      100.0      100.0       100.0 

10Ô. All that has been presented above, and most especially the illustrative 

nuwerioal data, has practical significamo« for these countries   here wages, elec- 

trical energy and fuel havo r^lt-tivu /aluus of -the sand a. proadßiat© ordei as in 

Spain.   To facilitate comparisons with conditions in other countries and to mies 

it-possible for the reader to have some general idea of the magnitud*» of a 

technical and economic nature that we are discussing, some oowplementary data are 

presented« _ 

109. Th» ooasufflption of various items per ton.of oemeni manufactured, depending 

on the production oapaoity of the oeswnt plant, are approadaately as give» below» 
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Dcily productior, c " clinkor in toni, (t) 

fona of rw mat«rial» 

IP«sctriei*/ eonfexsMptioti (le*?)-' 

Coal consumption (kc)-' 

l*w. The pirr-onael diractly «'faced 

•"£•>& ¿got im X•. 12ÛOX 

1-3 1.5 i.r. i.r) lo 

9.2P 4.64 2.91 2.17 0.97 
92.0 ->0,0 8-i.O Cl ,*.< Go .e 

130.0 ISO.: i;o. IDO.O 130  ^ 

In «amtfccturinc le -ipprojL.ráitely as fol lev 

Daily productitn of clinker in tor? (t) 

Iii(pL:i6t>i*F 3 3 
38¡& 

4 
3221 l?Ç0i 

6 

Ausllianr tao.ru.ei a« 3 ^ 4 t -f, 

Lavorate.? rtaff 5 5 5 rj 11 

Offie« stff ? 2 2 ì < 

Product lor ^erativtia 35 35 33 <; 77 
u^rl-ahôp operativas 8 8 3 9 V. 

Servio« at&ff 6 ó « 9 12 

O.uarryw«! 4 

56 

4 R 
J 

74 

i 

lrD 

'. Lf/iii*r. ali .•» rw/. 'v for» Privare, trafcrpevt pawoftwa, e^curity nt-i' 

J Th« ooMMfHei of elaetrioal anaror will tapent ap^n the dagraa »f nach..\i;; 
ti on, en the •aaufaeturiftf prooaaa \wad and on tha eaao with which tU raw 
rr.atorial may be fround.    te ft plant with a daily capacity of SOD tona, mlng ' 
«hart rotary Idia, a nomai ocneuppticm rate of 110 W?h par tc» of ec»*»* <irn 
ha attelnet. 

/ This oau vary widaly, depending upon the oaloric value of the coal.    Coal 
jotsumption a* a rata of 200 kc por toa of oement is not unusual. 

MÉHHBa 
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CHAPTER THREE 

www, inn wamrr WAHUS'ACTUIS: 

nmtfniìt'"-'"ir °">(!e88ea , 
Ul. Hock is tho raw material fro» which Portland cedent 1. made.-/ This norial 

consta basically of calcium oxide, .ill«, albina and ferric oxide in propor- 

tion,, that can vary within certain Units.    Nature rarely offer» deposits whose 

composition meet the requirements for cement manufacture exactly but it » not 

infrequent to find rocks with a mineral make-up fairly dose to that which has been 

found to be adecúate for this purpose.    In such cases, it is possible to hum the 

stone a. it comes from the quarry.    Thus a calcined material is obtained which, 

when suitably ground, is know» as cement.   When the composition of the rock is 

inadequate for the manufacture of Portland cement, it is necessary to add other 

mineral, to give the mixture tho required composition. 

U2. in the course of the burning, tho raw materials react chemically and form 

PorUand ~-rt components.    It is necessary for the calcium oxide, silica, alumina 

— ferric minerals to be in close contact.    In order to attain this close blending 

th. ro*. are reduced to very fine powder.   This powder, of suitable composition 

and finen..., is g«.erally referred to as »cement raw materials- or merely a.   raw. 

113. Cn»t manufacturing requires the preparation of large quantltie. of uniform, 

r« material..   However, their compo.ition changes continually according to the 

lo«l «riation. i» the quarry and in the proportioning methods adopt«»!.   Con.e- 

„«n«,, it 1. ».«..«, to intermingle the various lot. of material prepared in 

«» «»a,, of the day, or da,., to obtain a uniform mix.   Thi. operation i. called 

ho»o«eni«ation. 

U4. â .i»¡>le and ooone^ocd «eau- of obtaining * good ho«Of«i*i»*tio» is to mix 

the omm% tm storiala with water.   Ths wot «ixture thua obtained ia «ore «tu*- 

m. than th. dry tart, it <**> bo pmp**> tnmafarred fro« on« «INI to «»other 

and riffe*.   **** h**of*ii..tien 1. done in thi. «r, m*»tm**n it Mid to 

be done by the "net proeeee*. 

J The Urn «rook« in weft here to «e«* a mixture of vari««»"f«**1»} *£?L% 
* £. feïu oÍWid «tone, of loooo «Bit of oliere of ri»li. or of dried ma. 

•an 
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115. Recently, techniques have been developed that make it possibl    to mix ury 

powdered matériels thoroughly.    This is achieved by agitating their; with air currontr. 

and by transferring the powder frotr: one vessel to another,  usin? sui tubi,   pneumatic 

or mechanical means.    When homogenizing is done  in this w.vy,  :r.?nufaetuiv i.-; tuiiu 

to be done by "dry process". 

116. The raw material,  either as the wet nurture  or as the dry powder,   in subjected 

to a thermal treatment whereby it  is transformed into clinker.    Tho t rane format i on 

occurs through the destruction of some of tho original rock comconontB and th : 

formation of new ones, vihich are essentially calcium silicate?:.    The burning process 

begins by totally desiccating the raw material.     In the wet procesa,  considerable 

amounts of heat energy are consumed in this way. 

117. Desiccation Í3  followed by a pre-hoating phase during vfhich the  raw material 

attains a temperature of the order of 6OO - 7OO 0.    It is during this phasu that 

tho destruction of some of the mineralogical stiructuros of the ra;; material takes 

place. 

Ho. The third phase involves calcination, which occurs at temperatures between 

700    and 1200 C.    In a natural cement this would be the last phase.    Both in those 

and in Portland coment, decarbonation of tho calcium compounds occurs, as well as 

a partial combination of these compounds with the acid components of the rnw 

material.. 

119. Clinkerization is tho next and characteristic phase of the making of Portland 

cement.    This takes place between 1200   and I500 C, and at this stage,  part of tho 

calcined mixturo fuses into liquid.    The chemical reactions are completed in tho 

course of this liquid phase.    Vo aid in the development of «.his liquid phatic, it 

is very often necessary to add to the raw materials small proportions of roasted 

pyrites or othor ferriferous compounds that act as fusion agents.    Prom this point, 

the final phase of movement of the material along the kiln involves only a procoss 

of cooling. 

120. la SOM burning processes,   - sudden cooling phase is added in ordor to freeze 

the clinker, keeping1 its components in a state of maximum usefulness and avoiding 

regrossi ve chemical steps that would produce other and loss desirable components. 

121. Industrial burning proceduros aro normally performed in tube kilns, vertical 

kilns, or long or short rotary kilns.   3omc non—conventional methods a-o also lined. 
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122. Tubo kilna arc essentially vertica1. tubes which arc generally excavated into 

the ground or made with bricks. The raw material is calcined in thorn by burning 

together alternate layers of raw material -u". Cu-A.    Th': ¿¡roccsn io intermittent. 

The fuel can be firewood, charcoal or high-grade mineral coal. This type of kiln 

can be used to produce hydraulic or natural cements. 

123. The vertical kiln is derived from the tube kiln and, like it, consists of a 

vertical tube, made of metal plate and lined with insulating and refractory 

materials. These kilns are fed automatically: along the top opening briquettes, 

cylinders, granules or ovoida composed of a mixture of raw materials and fuel are 

fed in. Nowadays the granules are U30d most often. The manufacturing process is 

continuous. The material descenda by gravity to tho bottom of the kiln, where the 

clinker is extracted through special gate3. Kilns of thic kind can produce up to 

about 250 tons daily. Hard, low-flamo coals or coke must be used. Ködern kilns 

have a foroed air draft induced by injection, usually at the top part of tho kiln. 

All ol inker-format i on processes from desiccation to cooling, take place, and their 

thermal efficiency is excellent. While the product obtained is ordinarily of fair 

quality, it is not easy to produce material of excellent quality with kiln3 of 

this type. 

124. The use of rotary kilns is characteristic of the wet process, although they 

are sometimes used in the dry process. Those kilns are essentially cylindrical 

metal shells lined with insulating and refractory materials. The shells are 

inclined slightly from the horizontal and rotate slowly. The raw material is fed 

into tho higher end and zuna down tho slope, aided by the rotary motion of the 

kilns, counter to the current of the combustion gases, which come from a burner at 

the lower end of the kiln. Those kilns are fed automatically, usually in one of 

tho three following ways: (a) with paste, when the wet process is used; (b) with 

granules, when the semi-dry process is followed, or (c) with powdered raw material 

in tho dry process. In any case, the production process is continuous, and within 

the kiln all the clinker formation phases take placa exoept the last oooling stage 

whioh ooours either within an apparatus situated next to the kiln or within device 

fitted to the kiln- 

125. Rotary kilns can be fired with any of the following: (a) high-flame coal, 

(b) low-flamo coa?s mixed with liquid or gas fuels, (c) liquid fuels or (d) gas 

fuels. Tho thermal efficiency is low in tho wet process but is considerably 

higher in the dry process. 
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126. In the dry procese, short rotary kilns can also be used. A heat-recuperator 

can bo addod to dry, pre-huat and pertly calcino the raw maturial before it ia fed 

into tho kiln. These devices, through which the raw material pas3oe crvj-.tcr-curr..'nt 

to the combustion grvi. ,*, lrm .*: hißh therm:.1 . ffiei-mey nú <   n b " ,d vrith r.-.w 

material in the form of powder, granulos or paste. Those for powdered raw material 

generally consist of a serios of cyclone burnersj those for granules are mobile 

grills through which the hot gases pass the layer of raw material moving toward 

the kiln once or more times. Hoat-recuperators for raw materials of the paste type 

generally use grilled drums that contain mobile metal parta which simultaneously 

mix and heat the paste. The use of heat-recuperators improves the thermal effi- 

ciency of the plants. 

127. Non-conventional systems have not y^t been greatly developjd; moist of them are 

still in the experimental stages. Information available about installations of 

this typo is presently scant and imprecise, but there is nothing to suggest that 

they have serious limitations a3 regards their methods of feeding or their thermal 

efficiency. 

128. The ground clinker constitutes tho active part of the binding material of tho 

cement. As soon as it is mixed with water, the ground clinker begins to set, and 

within a few seconds it acquires a monolithic stiffness. To avoid this, a setting 

regulator is added. The clinker and the regulator, ground together, constitute 

Portland cement. The regulator that is usod almost exclusively is gypsum, which 

is added to the clinker in a proportion of 4 - 5 per cent. 

129. Coment grinding is generally done in ball mills. These are cylindrical units 

divided longitudinally into two or three chambers and charged with grinding elements 

such as steel balls or hard, smooth pebbles and rotating about their axes, which 

are in tho horizontal plane. As the unit revolves, the grinding elements arc 

carried to the highest point, whenoe they fall upon the material beneath. Orinding 

is affeoted by friction and oollision of the grinding elements and the materials 

being ground, which are carried by an air current from chamber to chamber, attaining 

a greater fineness in each successive one. 

130. Orinding can be done in either an open or a closod circuit. In the first 

case, tho material passes through the mill only once and is collected at the out- 

let, together with the "fines" from the dust separators. In the second case, tho 

ground material is screened and over-sizod particles are returned to the mill for 

re-grinding. While the presont tendency is to adopt the open-circuit principio, 
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in plants of 3tnall outpux,  such as those discussed hero,  it may sometimes be ad- 

vantageous to provide for both systoms.    It should bo posible to f«ed the mills 

with three or four proper bioners:    perhaps ono each i"or clinker and gypsum and 

one or two for additives .vhen .nc.ufacturing cements derived from Portland coment. 

131. When the cemont leaves the mill it is hot and must bo allowed to oool.    In 

the vertical kiln systetr.3  the initial storage of the cement,  as it comes from the 

mill, should be in small silos vho.re it is simultaneously homogenized and cooled. 

With rotary  kilns, homo«renization is noi always necessary, but cooling is still 

essential.    However, wix::i coment ie ground in ventilated circuits,  "the exit tem- 

perature of the powder is not high. 

132. Once it has been ];omogcnii:ed and cooled, the coment is stored in suitable 

eilos for packing and shipment.    Cement is usually delivered in paper baga of 

about 50 k£ weight.    In small plants the packing operation is very simple and rarely 

requires auxiliary équipent.    Vfhen it is anticipated that tho oement must remain 

packed for a long time or when it is to be shipped to places with humid and hot 

climates, waterproof bags should be used.    Normal bags can be waterproofed by 

treatment with wax or with synthetic rnatorials.    Cemont can be shipped unbaggtdi 

but this is seldom done from small-capacity plants. 

Descriptions of production Drooojsßs 

Preparation of tho raw materials 

133. Tho manner in which the raw materials will be prepared dopende upon their 

properties and the v,?y in which they rro quarried: 

(a) In tho case of very hard limestone from a quarry that yields largo-sized 
blocks, a prioiary oru-Li^ iti needed ¿0 reduco the stoi.j to pioces of »bout 
50 mm diameter,    A secondary crushing will follow at the plant. 

(b) For hard ldmcrfccnes or marls, oxcavnted ir such a way that medium-sised. stonai» 
axe obtained, it will al30 be necossary to perform a preliminary orushing to 
reduce thorn to 20-30 mm size.    Secondary crushing is.not needed. 

(c) '.!horo limestones arc excavated from fossilized seashores,  an initial »loving 
aaould be done to remove sands that are not as rioh in oarbonates.   The sieved 
material can thrn go directly to the plant, where socondary crushing will be 
done. 

(d) In goneral, clays need no prior treatment,    '.-more necessary, they are crushed 
at the cement plant. 

(0) Gypsum is crushed at tho plant before being taken to the grinding mill propor- 
tioning installation. 
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134. Depending on the nature of the raw materials,  it may or may not be necessary 

to subject them to a second prior treatment at the plant before they are stored. 

Por limestone,  this secondary treatment would be crushing until the stones are 

below 20 - 30 mm in size.    For clays,  in cases where the wet process is used, the 

clay material will be mixed with water and stored as a paste. 

Grinding of raw materials and homogenization 

135. To facilitate the reactions leading to the formation of clinker during the 

oalcining process, it is necessary to grind the raw materials to a given fineness 

beforehand,     Usually it should yield a residue, by weight, of 10 per cent when 

passed through an 88 micron sieve (4900 holes/om2). 

136. 'Ihen the dry process is used,  it may be necessary to dry some or all the 

materials that make up the raws.    The raw material is usually dried at the time of 

grinding,  except when the mean humidity of the whole mass is more than 8 per cent. 

In such instances the ground materials are dried separately.    In either case the 

heat needed to evaporate the water content may be provided either by gases reoov- 

ared from the kiln or from an independent oven. 

137. When the wet process is used no prior drying is needed.    In this case it is 

usual for water to be added to the raws during grinding.    Clays can be added in 

paste form.   '-Jhether the wet or dry process is used in grinding,  it is essential 

that all ingredients - the limestone products, the clays and materials that are 

added as correctors - be properly proportioned at the entry into the mill. 

138. The ground raws are stored in silos on coming out of the mill.    In the dry 

prooess, the raw material is homogenised by agitation, which may be done with the 

aid of an air current or by jigging and recirculation in a closed oirouit.   The 

homogenised raw material is stored in other silos, from which it is transferred 

to the kiln feeder.    In the wet process, the ground raws, in paste form, are 

homogenised by air agitation.    The homogenised paste is stored in other silos, 

from whioh it is fed into the kiln.    Figure III shows schematically the grinding 

and homogenization of raws at the pilot plant installations of the Instituto 

Eduardo Torroja in Kadrid.   This installation can operate with either the dry or 
the wet process. 

139. In oertain systems of oement production in a vertical kiln, the grinding and 

homogenxsing prooess is similar to that for the dry prooess, but coal is ground 

together with the raw material, to which it remains closely bound in what is 

termed "black raw material". 
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Kiln feeding 

140. The feeding of kilns varies according to the process and equipment used; 

for example, wet process, dry process with powder feed, dry process with granule 

feed, vertical kiln, or tunnel-type kiln. In the wet process the kiln is fed by 

means of a pump. In the dry process, vhen the kiln is powder fed, einy of several 

methods of transporting the powdered material may be adopted. The. actual feeding 

is done by a mass proportioner. The blended raw materials are granulated, wetted 

and then fed into the kiln. 

141. In the vertical kiln a prior proportioning of the raw material and the coal 

takes place to produce black raw material. Both materials then pass to the mixer, 

where water i3 added. The material is then passed to a granulator or modulator 

where more water is added. The resulting granules cr nodules fall into the kiln 

by gravity. However, if the coal and raw material arrive from the-grinding mill 

already raixM^xxcrroctly* tao proportioning-Teí^OT^i^ here will juvt-.be needed. 

IiiJd-lrs- >of" the tunnel -type., loading is diEOontinuous and, depending on the Jladi-- 

yidaal -caae. it may follow a procedure similar to that in rotary or vertical kilns, 

or it oan even be done by hand, 

Calcining 

MZ*- The. principal feature of-oli nkeT^anuf^cture-is -the burning or <jalciriag of 

the 'micjnateriala, which-is done in. the kiln and ancillary installations«.   The 

kilns.lumnalljrueed in the oement industry are--usually ^f the- varti."»al -type-or-r'r —' 

tha^r^-tarx type.   Kilns with einterisatifm grills and other >vnw>cnve;vti-«aal 

mo^heds aa-e-ala^used (fluid-Tied bed etc.).    The industrial use of such rxor- 

oonvurtlniial methods is still experimental and io not discussed in this report.. 

Por small-scale production, the tunnel kiln is considered, howevert although it 

does not appear to have been used in the cement industry. 

143- .Vertical kilns are really tube/kilns that are only used with the dry process 

and for daily clinker outputs of up tc 250 tona^ cf clinker»   At present these 

.kilns can o«ly burn solid fuels that produce a l<>w flame.    In these kilns ^the 

drying, calcining and olinkerizatiAn ali take place in the relatively narrow zones 

at the-topt and the rest of the kiln-serves as a ocoler of the clinker and pre- 

heater f»f the oflmbustica air. 

a/ In some very exceptional cases this output can be surpassed« 
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144. Tho vertical kiln is more economical than the rotary kiln for several 

reasons:    its 3etting-up cost is far lower;«  the space required by a vertical 

kiln is usually only one third of that taken up by a rotary one of tho same capa- 

city, und similarly, the ground area occupied by the vertical kiln is only one 

eighth to one tenth as much as is needed for a rotary kiln; and the technical 

manufacturing cost is slightly less with the former kiln than with the latterX 

145. Furthermore, the vertical kiln has,  among others, these advantages: 

(a) Its functioning is very adaptable to varying circumstances. 

(b) It is possible to stop the operation of the kiln for rather long periods with- 
out having to extinguish the fire. 

(c) It can use fairly ooarsely powdered ooal as fuel. 

(d) Ite consumption of energy of refractory materials is low. 

146. There is ample experience with the successful use of these kilns for oement 

outputs of 50 - 100 tons/day.   However, experience with significantly larger out- 

puts, in the range of 200 - 250 tons/day, is still limited, so that their use for 

plants with such large outputs is inadvisable except in certain very speoific 

oases. 

147. There is little industrial experience with the use of vertical kilns in pianti 

with outputs,of about 20 tons/day.    Nevertheless, an experimental kiln of this 

capacity oould be put into operation within a relatively brief period*-* 

Rotary kilns 
148. Rotary kilns can be used with both the wet *uid dry processes, and they osa 

utilise solid, liquid or gaseous fuels,    A schematic diagram of the rotary kiln 

pilot plant at tho Instituto Eduardo Torreja is shown in figure IV.    This instal- 

lation oan operate wit* either process and oan use any of the three types of fuel. 

349. tene rotary kilns can be adapted to both the wet and dry prooesses.   All 

phases of calcination take place within them:    drying (in the wet process, pre- 

heating, decarbonation, clinkorieation and partial oooling).   The oooling of the 

olinker is completed in another installation (tube, grill or the like) fitted to 

the outlet of the kiln. '   . 

a/ Pros» 60-70 per cent of the cost of a rotary kiln 

b/ Manual labour, fuel, electricity, refraotory materials and spare parts 

c/ Except for the kiln, the Instituto Eduardo Torroja has all that would be need» 
including engineers and auxiliary equipment such as mills, granulatore ana 
control equipment. 
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150. The short rotary kiln is used only with the dry process and is normally with 

a recuperator. The phases of operation are the same as those described above for 

long kilns, and the cooling of the clinker can be completed in a similar manner. 

151. Kilns with heat-recuperators can operate in three different ways, according 

to whether they are fed with powder, granules,  or pasto.    Those that are powder 

fed are fitted with a system of heat-recuperators at the inlet where the powder 

to bo fod in circulates against the combustion air current, thus heating the raw 

material.   The tube i3 longer than in the kilns without a recuperator, and cal- 

cining and clinkerization take place within it.    The process is similar to that 

just described.    When fed with granules, the kilns are fitted with a system of 

heat-recuperators at the inlet, and they operate in a manner similar to that 

described for powder feeding, although the design of the heat exchanger is essen- 

tially different.    When the material is a pasto, the use of the heat-recuperators 

is based on the general principle of making use of the available heat in the 

gases leaving the kiln.    Operation thus consists in exchanging heat between the 

gases and the raw materials with the aid of moving metal parts such as chains. 

152. At prosent, the output of rotary kilns, whether long or short, ranges between 

200 and I6OO tons/day.    However, they can be used for smaller outputs.    Indeed, 

at the beginning of this century, the first rotary kilns that were used industrial- 

ly had outputs of about 20 tons/day, and very small kilns have been used indus- 

trially, with good results„    Nevertheless, the high unit cost of calcining in thes 

snail kilns increases the cost of the cement,  so their use for outputs below 200 

tons/day has almost ceased. 

153. The idea of using a mechanical grill for making cement appears to have been 

originated by Timm (19II).    Belt kilns with production capacities of 300 to 5OO 

ions/day have been used that have a thermal consumption of IO5O kcal/kg of clinker 

The exhaust gases are used for the drying and grinding of the raw materials. 

Such a plant is iiagraraned in figure V.    Such kilns with granules composed of 

raw material to which set proportions of coke and clinker have been added.   The 

additional fuel that is required can be either liquid or gaseouB.    A layer of 

clinker protects the grill. 

154. The installation for a belt kiln, as compared with those for a rotary kiln 

seemu to bo of the same order as regards machinery and about half as great in 

civil-engineering costs.    Despite the need to replace the kiln slabs, maintenance 
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Keys   1, raw alz ailo; 2, franulatin« disc for levar layar (rw aix);  3, aixin« 
a«« for low layer aixture (raw aix, return aaterial end fuel} 4, »ilo far 
fia« retura aaterial j 5, fuel ailo» 6, bait «ínterin« .vate «ita protect i»« 
layer of finished clinker; 7, alio for ooarae ratura aatariali 8, ifmitioa 
furaaoat 9, diaoharge and, vita epiked roll oruaher; IO, vibratine aeraaaiag 
trough for return aatariali 13, exhaust puap to draw «inter «asea fro» auction 
Boxas through duat aepaxators and out into the stack. 
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coste arc loos than is normal for a rotary kiln.    Howevur,  information obtained 

from thu manufacturero of this type of kiln is thus far insufficiont to permit 

recommendation of their usu. 

155« The tunnel kiln is   i type of installation that haa been used successfully in 

the ceramic industry.    The vrrkiiog tempuraturee can rise  to 1600 C, and their ther- 

mal efficioncy is very high.    The capacities of tunnel kilns vary considerably, 

depending upon their sisea, which cover a wide range, according to the needs of 

the particular type cf industry in which they are used.     Some of these kilns are 

as  long as 120 raotrus. 

I56. Tunnel kilns can be operated with solid,  liquid and gi%e fuels.    The products 

to bu burnt can,  if desired, be brought into contact with the combustion gases. 

The product to be burnt is placed on railway truoks or flat-cars, which movo into 

the kiln at a set speed.    The «sotion of the trucks can vary considerably within 

tho kiln, thus permitting preciso and either elow or rapid burnings.    The advance 

of tho trucks within the kiln can be continuous or intermittent, as .-»©quired. 

Tunnel kilns do not appear tf have boon utilized te produco Portland ceisent.    How- 

ever, given axia+ing knowledge and experience in thoir use to produce ceramics, 

kilns of this typo should bo taken into consideration for Baking cement, especially 

when small outputs arc plannod. 

157«  If a tunnel kiln wc**o to be used,  it would have to incorporate drying,  pre- 

heating, calcination (d' carbonation) and clinkerization zones, and finally a 

cooling section with good thermal recuperation.    Such an arrangement might permit 

eosiont manufacture within tho production magnitudes considered here.    Figure VI 

shows the general arrangement of a tunnel kiln adjusted to burning process corres- 

ponding to that of n kiln of tho Lepol type.    The raws oan be fed in the form of 

granules with or without fuel.    If fuel Ì6 incorporated,  it should probably be 

loss than tho total needed.   The rest of the fuel (solid,  liquid or gas) should 

be supplied by burners placed on the vault of the oven,  in the clinkerization zone. 

In this way the timo roquirod for the oarbonation of tho raw materials would be IOSB 

than that taken by the coal in the granules to burn.    The coal added to the raws 

should be of a typo similar to that used in vertical kilns (size 0 to 5 MO). The 

cooling gasos may be used partly to burn the fuel and partly to dry and pro-4ieat 

the raw material.    This oould be done by injecting tho gases at suitable points 

in the kiln. 
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156. The coat of a tunnel kiln for smeli coment output should bo low, although 

lack of experience in thrir use for cement-making mrJkcs it  impossible to provide 

actual figures.    A pilot  pi,-ut investigation would lead to applied research,  from 

winch certain detr.il:: of the performance,  such as optimum dimensions,  support for 

the material to be burnt  and merma or riding the fuel could be  established. 

Storage of raw materials  and clinker 

159» A widespread recent tendency is  to set up a single general  depot for both 

the raw materials and the semifinished products.    Thia single—depot system consists 

in establishing a very long warehouse,  within which,  in logical  order,  tho  lime- 

stone,  clay,  gypsum,  siliceous s an-I   (when it is necessary),   fusion materials, coal 

and clinker TO placed.    I nterials transport is usually dono by means of a travel- 

ling bridge crane or tho  like. 

160. In amali- and medjum-aised plants, howevor,  this system of a single wcxehousc 

is not alw,    j suitable .     it  ia ofton bettor to oetablish two  or mora soparate 

storage facilities.    TTK.SC depoto are usually for the following materialsí 

(a) materials rich in carbonates,  (b) clays,  (c) additives (gypsum, fusion addi- 

tives and the  like),  (d)  fm\t  rM  (u)  clinker. 

161. (a)    Materials rich  in cr.Wum carbonate constitute the m-ajor portion of the 

raws used  for making cement ;  that is,   about  I.4 tons per ton of clinker.    Tho 

storage facility shculd be of lajje crv.ici+y, fox  it is often advisable to «tore 

these matériels for two months operation of tho plant.    These materials should Ve 

romoved from 3tor gc in  a  uoniinuouu manner,  at  least during two working shifts. 

It shov»,. be designed for cheap and r- Ucnal operation for the  purpose  intended 

without forcing it to moot condUiono normal for the storpio of other matériels. 

(b) Clays make up about 0.23  l'.n por ton of clinker.    The storage facility for 

this materia  can be small and cheap,  and there will be little problem in removing 

the clay    but +ho installation should be so designod that amy and officiont pre- 

homogemaction can be carried out, 

(w)    The additives should bo placed very close to the site where they are to be 

used, that i.., close to the feeding nystom of the grinding mill.    This will avoid 

transportation probloms.    The volume of thaso additives is usually very smalli of 

the order of 5 per cent of all the materials. 

(d)    Solid fuel can be stored in the opon to a large extent,  if neod be,  especially 

in dry climates. 
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(0) Usually tv re 1a n  ed "io r-torc only fifi; e on days prediction of clinkur.    Any 

additional   amount might be stored in the opon.     If the  stock gtill incrcasos, 

however,  the shutting down of one or moie kilns should be considered,  since the 

existence  of excess clinker implies ur .tilized capital  investment, 

162. Cement  grinding has been discusser earlier in this  chapter.    Further details 

are as follows:    The grinding involves two phases:     (a)   initial crushing and 

(1) grinding with additiven    ïho first of these is noi-  always necessary,  depending 

upon the size of tho clinker coming from the Hin.    Grinding with additives is 

normally done in tube mills opojv.ted in cither cpen or closed circuits.     After 

grinding,   the clinker g<.c3 to storage siior.;  where it  shonld remain for somo time 

before shipment.    Uith vertical-kiln clinker, corrioni homogenization silos should 

be set up to  treat tho  cement  bofor-- storage. 

£fr0Ì££-°.C l%r£nta9^tir.*-P£ J^y^-t^F' 

lèi. The minimum ''first-generation" coment plant if ono with a clinker output of 

20 tans/dcyj thai íP,  about 7,000 tonr, of Portland cement per yerr, or about 8,300 

tons of mortar i'or "cicklayii g.    It is unlikely that high-quality cements can be 

produced in euch MI-.1I.  ple/it*<   ^nKse  they aj-.<  sp-.cially designed for this purpose. 

This would be justified  if epecial comenta,   for very specific purposes,  were 

needed, but  tlrt» ease vouM be unusual. 

164. Vho rwst nuit;.!.], j ¡rr-v   of producing coment on this small 3cale  iß  the verti- 

cal kiln.     This equipment requires POìXù fuel" that produce a low firmo and raw 

materials   chut f,v  ittl.vte easily,    "hen suitable  fuels  aro not available,  the 

vertical kiln cannot be used.    Difficulties in granulation can, nowevor, be ovor- 

00«« in various wayc,  although tho resulting granules v?ilx bo undersized. 

165. Such undorsiaea gpnnvluc should be subjected to high temperatura,  perhaps 

by making use of thn ¿rr.soc produced by the kiln or from an auxiliary ovon.    Experi- 

ment* performed at the Instituto   Hucrlo ^orroja scorn to demonstrate that cartain 

raw matorial3, when subjected to temperature:- fron. 100° - y>0°C will  acquire sta- 

bility and  strength.    The material thus treated oan be handled easily and can also 

bo stored for later UBO.    Another way is to add ground  clinker to tho  raw material, 

and thus obtain e conglomerate,    "xperimontal work in   this are:  indicato« that the 

proportion of ground clinker to bo adted iu "sually hi ;h (of the order of 10 per 

oont).    Also, conglomerates may be obtained by the use  of :   pruea such  as is used 

to produce ovoide,    ilio material may bo compressed either alone or with the addition 
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of a small quantity of ground clinker or cement.    Compressed pellets may be thus 

obtained which harden either at onco or after r, few hours and can be storod and 

handled easily.    This operation is not always possible, however,  end abovo all it 

may increase the price of the final product. 

166. A vortical kiln with an output of 20 tons/day can be designed with a single 

mill that can be used both to prepare the raw material and to grind the clinker 

(figure VII).    The enlargement of a plant from an output of 20 to 50 tons/day can 

be foreseen by installing a mill for the raw material (if possible vertical) and 

setting up a second mill (figure VIII).    Plans for such soooessive enlargements 

should take into aocount the abandoning of several of the installations of the 

initial small plant. 

167. 'Awn clinker manufacture with a vortical kiln is not possiblo booause of a 

lack of suitable solid fuels or difficulties in granulating the raw materials, 

tho possibility should be considered of sotting up a tunnel kiln without muffles 

and with moving trucks.    Tho kiln and trucks should be designed for an output of 

50 tons/day,  sinoe the cost is approximately the same as for a smaller kiln.    The 

enlargement of the plant capacity from 20 to 50 tons/day could be done by merely 

ohanging the rate of heating and the velocity of movement of the trucks through 

the kiln.    A 20 ton/day plant, using a tunnel kiln, can be set up with a single 

mill, similarly as for a plant with a vertioal kiln. 

168. The best sise for a firat-generation plant is one with an output of 50 to 60 

tons/day of olinkerf in other worás, having an output of about 20,000 tons of 

Portland ooaiaat per year, or about 25,000 tons/year of mixed oemont suitable for 

bricklaying purposes.   Tho moat suitable method of manufacture, when the quairiee 

provide raw material of good and uniform quality and the fuel i« of the right 

quality, is the vertical kiln. 

169. If the use cf a vortical kiln is not feasible and the dry procesa is mandatory, 

the tunnel kiln should bo oonaidered, designed on a aoale that would permit sub- 

sequent increase in capacity.   Howe vor, if the tunnel kiln oanBot be used either, 

the next ohoioo wou1! bo the long rotary kiln, preferably using the wet prooess, 

sinoe it produoea botter homogeniantion and ia, on the whole, simpler than the 

dry prooess.    Cementa of excellent quality oan be obtained with this ayate», but 

a high conawaption of heating onore? wüst be allowed fori one higher than I8OO 

koal would not be unusual. 
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170. The output  of a plant of 50 to 60 tons/day capacity can,  in some cases,  be 

doubled by fitting the operating rotary kiln with a heat-recuperator.    This simple 

device increases the over-all thermal efficiency.     It ic therefore good policj to 

design the other parts of the plant with a suitable margin for increase in capa- 

city.    Particular attention should be given to the capacity of the grinding unit. 

171. The most typical first-generation plant,  and the one bost able to meet  a 

relatively rapid expansion in cement production is one that produces 100 tons/day 

of clinker; that is, 35»000 tons/year of Portland coment or of nearly 40,000 tons 

of mixed cement for bricklaying purposes.    The crushoro, transporting machinery, 

filters, cyclones and the rest of the equipment of such a 10G tons/day plant 

would be similar to those of existing plants in Europe.    Some of those items 

would be industrially manufactured, which would facilitate their purchase and 

the obtaining of spare parts. 

172. As notod at the beginning of this chapter,  if the available raw material 

and fuel are suitable, the vertical kiln should be used,  since there is much 

experience with its use in this production range.    Otherwise,  either tho long or 

the short rotary kiln should bo selected,  since both of these aro also well suited 

to operation on this scale.    With any of these three systems homogenization should 

be preferably done by the wet process, since it is loss expensive end less compli- 

cated than the dry process.    However, if the quarry produces a uniform raw material, 

tho latter process can be adopted from the beginning,  and homogenization can be 

accomplished by air injection. 

173. It cannot yet be said whether the tunnel kiln would be adequato for production 

on this soale oxoept in exceptional instances,  since its possible advantages might 

well be cancelled by the lack of experience with its use in cement manufacture. 

NovortholrJS,  it is reoommended that this method should be developed to practical 

working efficiency.    This could be done quite rapidly. 

174. The rest of tho oquipmont of plants with outputs of 20,  50 and 100 tons/day 

should be studied separately for each particular case.    However, the following 

general guidelines should bo followed: 

(a) The indoor transportation should b>, standardized in the form of transportation 
bolts and buokoto, the  former for low inclination sections, the lattur for 
vortical displacements. 

(b) Pneumatic transportation methods, which aro  cxcrllunt in lorgr plante, might 
prove to be too complex in firpt-gencration plants. 
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(c) Dry-procoss grinding should be installed with nn auxiliary oven (when this is 
necessary), and,  if possible, with vortical grinding mills. 

(d) Grinding of cement should be planned with the possibility of working with 
oithor open or closed circuits. 

175. The fitting of heat-recuperators in first-genoration plants should bo con- 

sidered with great care.    It is usually preforable to instrll thorn later, during 

an enlargement phase of the plant, since the fitting of these devices complicates 

the manufacture of cement to some degree and may lead to difficulties, the over- 

coming of whioh would require a certain degreo of experience and skill on tho part 

of the personnel. 

mm mmm 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RAW MATERIALS AND THEIR EXPLOITATION 

176. The basic materials for the manufacture of Portland cement include lime- 

stone rook (loose carbonaceous materials, marls and compact limestones),  clays, 

addition materials,  fuels and water.    Eajh of these is considered below. 

Limestone 

177. Loose materials rich in calcium carbonate are usually found in the five 

following forme:    concentrations of rounded river pebbles:  deposits of sharp- 

edged gravel at the bottom of mountain slopes; aeolian deposits in the form of 

dunes, as in the Canary Islands; narine coral deposits,  as in ;iast Africa,  the 

Bahamas and Hawaii;  and ae fossilized beaches containing  a hi{,h proportion of 

shells, as in East Africaj T.l Salvador and the Gulf of i exico. 

178. i arls rich in calcium carbonate are not usually very hard end thus may be 

easily exploited.    They may yield a natural cement, so that in such cases manu- 

facture is reduced almost to the mera excavation of the raw material lrom a 

single dupo3it.  '¡hen the mineral opposition of the deposit does not permit thiB, 

it usually suffices to add small   quanti uiet of a corrector,  usually one  rich in 

calcium carbonate.    Corrections with clay are infreqaent. 

179. Compact limestones are quarried, with or without the use of explosives, 

acoording to the hardness, stratification and topographical situation of the 

deposite.    Deposits in i/hioh the layers break off easily can be exploited very 

economically, since the us<3 of speciel maeMr«*ry is not required. 

£11X1 

ISO.  Clays are of two general kinds.    Those obtained from fluvial or lacustrine 

deposite have e very low carbonate content, if any at ail.    These can be ex- 

ploited either by hand or by mechanical means.    Some schists and slates are of 

a Binerai composition suitable for cament-fBakini, but it is often necessary to 

subject them to prior orushiug.    Furthermore, materials made fron schists and 

slatee are usually unsuitable for ; mmùation. 

Additives 

l8l.   The addition materials include some volcanic materiale auch as possolana, 

which can be used after cTiahiiiß and Liindint, as well  a© certain minine and 

industrial by-products.    Since the uuc of theue materials n; very specific, no 
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further reference to their ìB made in this report.    Gypsum stone is used in the 

final phase of cement production, as described earlier.    The proportion of this 

material in the  finished product is usually about 5 per cent.    Fusion materials, 

which are generally iron ores (pyrites) are used frequently in widely varyinG 

proportions, but normally not more than 5 per cent by weifcht.    Experience in 

Africa indicates that bauxite and other materials rich in alumina can be very 

useful, and that end-products of ^ood quality can be made with them.    It is 

sometimes necessary to add small quantities of sand to increase the silica modu- 

le, and still  other materials are used as correctors for special purposes. 

Fuels and electrical energy 

182.  Solid,  liquid and .aseous fuels are all used in cement manufacture.    Solid 

fuels include charcoal, raturai mineral coal and treated coals such as metal- 

lurgical and petroleum cokes.    The caloric value of the coals normally used is 

of the order of 5500 - 7500 kcal/k¿.    Any coal or coal mixture can be used, 

although each process has its own special requirements.    In any case,  the coal 

must be crushed or ¿round to the degree of fineness appropriate for the type of 

kiln in which  it io to he used.    For example, vertical kilns require fuels euch 

as anthracite or metallurgical or petroleum coke that contain little volatile 

material and produce a low flame.    Bituminous coal can be used in the -black 

raw material-   system.    Solid fuels have the disadvantages of requiring prepara- 

tion before use and of reeodrinL considerable storage space. 

Ißi. Heavy fuel oil is the liquid fuel normally used in the oesent industry. 

It« caloric value is about 10,000 kcal/k£.    Installations for its use are fsr 

siapltr than those for the uee of solid fuel«.   Gaseous fuels are hardly »ed 

except when natural feas is available in lor6e amount«.    Its caloric value i« 

about 9000 koal/kg.    Installations for its use are even simpler than those for 

oil. although the laying of pipe-lines is cottly and time oonsusinfc. 

184.  A plentiful supply of electrical enerfcy mist be assured, since a ssall 

plant, even when it is not mechanized,  requires about 100 k'<h/ton of ©«swat 

produced.    If the available supply of electrioal power is ineuffieisnt, a 

fcen«retin« plant suet be incorporated into the destin of the plant. 
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I65.   :!ater consumption in cement production ie of the order of 1Û-V   per cent 

of the total weight of the raw materials vhen they must be ; ranulated,  as  for 

use in vertical,  rotary or Lepol-type kilns.    It is a 1 n"/toi¿ of clinker when 

the vet process iß used, but it may be treble that amount,  and it  ic in the 

ranee of 50-100 liters per ton of cement  in dry-process manufacture  in lon¿; or 

short powder-fed rotary kilns,  .ith or without heat recuperators.    The needed 

water may be obtained from relis,  but it  is usually more economical to use  iresh 

or salty surface uater.    Salty water is not  recommended for granulation and 

should be studied carefully before it  IG used in the v?et process.    Sea-rater, 

which contains chlorides, alkaline substances and ma, ne s i urn salts,  presents 

many problems and should not be used in the wet process,  although it can be in 

the dry process,    '.'ater that contains appreciable amounts of organic matter 

may cause difficulties whan used in the wet process, but it can be used for 

granulation. 

Seleotion of a oenent-aanufacturing process 

l^f.  Some factors that must be considered ir. plannin    a cement-raanufacturin 

process are the folloi in¿.    .Itile loose carbonate-rich materials usually contain 

no harmful impurities,  silicon sands are often preeent.    These can usually be 

removed by sieving.    Another separation process may  be needed if sieving   does 

not suffice;     this represents an additional cost, although usually not a lar¿,e 

one. 

IB7-  Raw materials derived from shell deposits may be difficult to granúlate; 

consequently,  if suitable clay material is not available,  it will be difficult 

to use these materials in vertical or Lepol-type kilns.    Euch ran materials are 

generally uted in small production plants, preferably usiu,   the wet process. 

Dry-process,  powder-fed kilns can also use the«,  out homo animation is more 

difficult and less economical tha    the wet process.    The l;ey factor here is the 

relative importance of the greater fuel  consumption required V   the wet procees. 

IBB.  The ideal materials for the manufacture of CöUSU.V  *re marls rich in calcium 

carbonate.    However,  the presence of certain impurities »ny  be critical.    Thus, 

if there is a hi; h (more than H per cert)  proportion of  free,  non-reactive 

silioa,  the plant must be desired tc  cope   nth this,   indeed,  such  raw material 

may be unusable.      atnesium oxide, eve    ir: miner proportion, (aiout s per cent) 
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may be very dangerous and may also render the raw material unusable. The 

presence of iron compoundb msy increase the smelting modulus and thus may have 

a decisive influence on the selection of the manufacturing process to be used. 

The p.-esence of alkaline compounds may complicate the manufacturing process and 

should be considered in the desi^nin^ of the kiln, especially as regards 

seleotion of a heat-recuperator. 

189. IJhat has been said about marls is largely applicable to compact limestones 

as veil. In addition, however, their hardness, consistency and stratification 

must be considered in their quarrying and secondary o rushing. Indeed, some 

palaeosoio limestones with acceptable chemical and raineralogical characteristics 

are unusable because of the high cost of their quarrying and treatment. Further- 

more, the granulation of crystalline limestones may be quite difficult. 

190. Fluvial or lacustrine sedimentad clays seldom have properties that render 

thea wholly unsuitable, but it is very advisable that the silica modulus be 

kept within certain limits. Schists, slates and other minerals that supplement 

days or may be substituted for them should be studied within the context of the 

raw material as a whole, and all that has been noted above should be taken into 

account. 

191* Oypsum stone should consist of more than 70 per oent dehydrated caloium 

sulphate. This ingredient normally contains no harmful impurities. The use 

of anhydrate gypsum is not recommended. 

192. The moisture content of the raw materials must be taken into account in 

selecting th« manufacturing process.  Tien the moisture content is below 20 per 

oent, desiccation may be economically acceptable and the dry process may be 

adopted; when humidity is about 25 per oent the wet process should be considered. 

In intermediate cases the choice between the dry and wet process can depend upon 

many other factors. 

Exploitation of raw materials 

193. The manufacture of cement begins with the exploitation of deposits of the 

raw materials. This includes extraction, prior treatment and transportation to 

the plant. The methods used and their costs will, of course, depend upon the 

nature of these materials. Loose carbonaceous materials, marls, compact lime- 

stones, clays, and schists, slates and addition materials are considered 

separately below. 
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Loose carbonaceous materials 

194. Alluvial ¿ravels and fosslized seashore materials can be exploited wholly 

by hand, completely mechanically or by any intermediate arrangement.    In 

determining the amount of raw material to be extracted per working hour,  it 

should be borne in mind that, while cement plants normally operate on a contin- 

uouB basis, quarrying  does not, since it is affected by factors such as weatiier 

and public holidays.    The foliotant relations may therefore be said to exist: 

J.,J.J.i -i A      A.        *T Other material moved at Cement plant output extraction of loose extract loQSe 

in tons/day material (tons/hour) Serial desired (tons/hr) 

20 6 1C 
50 13 20 

100 23 40 

195. If »anual labour alone were used (that is, if excavation and sieving were 

dona with hand tools and if wheelbarrows and a continuous lifting belt were 

used for transport), the number of men needed at each of the production rates 

discussed here would be roughly as follows: 

20 t       ¿0_fc        100 t 

Excavation 16 32 64 
Transportation 6 12 24 
Miscellaneous 2 J2 _3 

Total labour force 24 46 91 

196. The first-establishment costs oould include the purchase of hand tools, 

wheelbarrows, the continuous lifting belt, and of the needed silos and loading 

bins.    Thsss costs and their depreciation and maintenance, per ton of daily 

oapacity, would be of the followin¿ order: 

Plant capacity Cost of first establish- Depreciation and maintenance 
(tona ner davi ment (USSÌ cysts per fon of output (US|) 

20 1300 0.06 
50 1800 0.03 

100 3000 0.02 

The oost of aanual labour (i) per ton of cement produced, for excavation, sieving, 

transportation and delivery to the kiln will be as stated below:» 

a/ The daily wage j (in USS) is arrived at by dividing by 365 the total amount 
paid for the services of an unskilled worker during one year. 
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! anual labour cost for content plants with daily output of 

20 tons 30 tons 100 tons 

1.70 j 1.30 3 1.20 j 

ifoe fuel or electrioity costs for the operation of the continuous lifting belt 

can be regarded as ne^li^ible.    The extraction costs (in US.) per ton of cement 

produced would be about as follows: 

Plant oapac.ity         Labour costs for excavation, sieving, and bin-loading 
(tona per day)         at various wa¿f ¿eve^e (j)  

Pi59     Qi75     i.oo     tt?g L29. L22 ZM 
20 O.9I       1.34       1^76       2.18       2.61       3.04       3.46 
50 0.68       1.01       1.33       1.66       I.98       2.31       2.66 

100 0.62        O.92       1.22        I.52       1.82        2.12        2.42 

197. Excavation by meohanical means can be done with a front-loading, wheeled 

mechanioal shovel.   If a mechanical shovel with a capacity of about 0.5 m   is 

utilised, the number of working hours and amount of material that can be handled 

at the quarry face will be as follows: 

Plant capacity iaterial handled at the x wrki     h<mrt 

{im Bf y Amp wrar Pf** ^Y (*Q"f i  
20 80 1.5 
50 160 3 

100 320 6 

It will be realized that the usefulness of a mechanioal shovel for plants with 

outputs of only ?0 to 50 tons per day is very questionable. 

198» The first-establishment costs in all oases, covering excavating machinery, 

would be approximately as follows: 

Loading shovel, with spare parts and accessories USC 14,000 
Trommel, with motor 2,000 
Renainder of the installation 2.000 

Total US£ 18,000 

Amortisation is usually calculated over 10,000 working hours, and it is normal 

to discount the value of scrap metal, so that depreciation of the machinery 

could be estimated at US 0 1.70 per working hour.    Fuel and lubricants involve 

an expenditure, per working hour, which in terms of the price of £as oil, can 

be estimated at 13 Cl>M     laintenance can be calculated at US $ 1 per working 

hour.    1 anual labour for installation is limited to a shovel operator whose 

a/ In the present report, CL is the cost per liter, in US;, of liquid fuel and 
lubricant (^as oil). 

' 
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wages might be six times higher than those of an unskilled laoourer (that is 

6 j), a trommel charge hand (whose coet   iould be 2 j), and three unakilled 

labourers (3 j).    Thus the total manual labour cost will amount to 11 j.    Hence, 

for a plant with a 100 tons/day output of cement,  the cost (in UC:) of extract- 

ing and sieving per ton of cement would be: 

laohinery depreciation 0.102 
Fuel and lubricants 0.78 
ÌAintenance 0.O6 
lanual labour 0.11 j 

199* The influence of these costs on the per-ton coot of one ton of ctasnt it 

indicated in the following table: 

bour cost Cément plant uith 100 tons/( ìay output CL (ULI 
(j) USO 0.06 O.OG 0.10 0.12 0.14 

0.50 0.264 0.279 O.295 0.310 0.419 
0.75 O.292 0.307 O.323 0.338 0.447 
1.00 0.319 0.334 0.350 O.365 0.475 
1.25 0.347 0,362 0.370 0.393 O.502 
1.50 0.374 0.389 O.405 0.420 O.529 
1.75 0.402 0.417 0.¿73 O.453 O.567 
2.00 O.429 0.444 O.46O 0.475 C.524 

In a plant producing 50 tons per day of cedent,  the excavating and sieving costs 

per ton of cement would be almost double those of a plant producing 100 tons per 

day, if similar machinery v/ere used.    Ginoe the machinery will be used for no 

more than 3 or 4 hours daily,  in some cases it mi cht be used to perforo 

secondary tasks at the excavation site or possibly at the cement plant, when 

this is sufficiently close. 

liPtYl'ftffl 9f "Hfftff 

200, Very often marls oan be excavated by hand, and they have the advantage 

over deposits of shells at the seashore that all or almost all the extracted 

material is useful.    Costs for hand exploitation of such marls are as shown 

below: 

Ho. of operators for plants of various 
Operations capacities (tons/day) 

excavation 
Transport to loading point 
Various 

Total number of operators 

Hand crushing 

Total number of operators if 
crushing is also done by hand 

20 50 100 

0 16 32 
6 12 2.1 
2 

To- 
-i 
31 TÍ 

la ¿2 II 

id          34 67 133 
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It should ue noted that hand crushing can be done only rarely since the cost of 

manual labour normally makes it very expensive. However, it might be advisable 

to use hand labour in the initial breaking up of the  larger rocks. 

?01.   The initUl-e: ^nbliahment conta given below include the purchase oi  tools, 

wheelbarrows, rax:   .rucks and a transporting belt, as well as the installation 

of a loading e ilo    r bin. 

Plant output 
(tons per dy) 

20 
50 

100 

»'est of initial 
establishment 

1500 
zooo 
3000 

Depreciation and maintenance costs 
mr ton of ceasnt output (UBS) 

0.09 
0.05 
0.01 

The manual labour eo,:.t ¡er ton of cement, covering excavation, poseible break- 

ing up of larger ro- kr; and the transport of the material to the loading site, 

will be approximate 1,    che following: 

20 tone/day 59 *°M/1èX }00 tona/dy 

0.97 j 0.75 j 0.74 j 

Electricity and various other expenses are regarded as negligible.    The aggre- 

gate covi s, in USC, per ton of cement produced, will be approximately these: 

Output of the plant    Coet (in USÍ ) of excavating, breaking up and transport 
 t0 *9**fofl Blioi for va^ouç vftlues of ,j  ( tonr 

MS £J2 ili«)     h*î    iiî°     At75     2i90 
20 0.5C 0.82 1.00 1.50 1.55 1.79 2.03 
50 0.43 O.61 0.C0 0.98 1.18 1.36 1.55 
00 0.41 O.iiO 0.7c 0.97 1.15 1.34 I.52 

202.  The exploitation of soft limestone or man deposit'? of the type under 

consider*»1 ton, c*n also be done by mechanical means.    The necessary output for 

a plant producing 20 tons/day could be achieved using the machinery only 2 or 

3 hours daily.    This would be inefficient use of the equipment and is thus not 

considered here.    However, for a plant with a 50 ton/day output, a 0.5 m 

shovel, which is o;.« of the smallost that cai   be uoed for this purpose, would 

only have to work I iiours daily.    It could thus be used for auxiliary tasks or 

to help in sanciteti'ring, if the quarry is sufficiently close to the plant. 

In the case of a -Ar~.t of 100 ton/day capacity, such a shovel would work 6 to 

9 hours daily, acoruLr.^ to the nature oí tn« raw material.    In either case,  the 

first-establishmen      oci would be: 

Loading shovel,  vi+h spare parte and accessories      U5S 14,000 
Other equipment 2.00Q 

Total USS 16,000 
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203. Amortization calculated over 10,000 vor!dn¿ hours would mean u cost of 

US .   1.6 por working hour of the shovel.    I3aBed on the price of (.as oil, the 

fuel and lubricant coet can be estimated at 13 CL.    Maintenance is estimatod at 

US G 1 per working hour.    Manual labour, expressed in unskilled labour daily 

wages, would be 12 j per day for the v/holo installation.    Thus, for a plant 

with a daily output of 30 tons, the cost of excavation and loading affects the 

cost of a ton of coment produoed in the following mannor: 

Machinery depreciation 
Fuel and lubricants 
Maintenance 
Kwual labour 

0.214 usi; 
1.30 CL 
0.10 USS 
0.30 j 

204. Depending on the unit costs of fuels and manual labour, the influence on 

the total ooet of oeaent will be as given be low J 

Labour ooet 
(4) 

Fuel and lubricant costs of various CL (USi>) 
plant with 50 ton/day output 

£a£é 0.06 0.10 0.12 0.14 

O.542 
0.617 
O.692 
0.767 
O.842 
0.917 
O.992 

O.568 
O.648 
O.718 
0.793 
0.868 
0.943 
1.018 

0.594 
0.669 
0.744 
O.819 
O.894 
O.969 
1.044 

0.620 
0.695 
O.77O 
O.Û45 
O.920 
0.995 
I.070 

O.646 
0.721 
0.796 
O.891 
O.946 
1.021 
I.096 

O.5O 
0.75 
1.00 
I.25 
I.50 
1.75 
2.00 

•this table demonstrates that for a plr^it with an output of 50 tons/day it is 

economically advantageous to exploit the quarry with mechanical aids whenever 

the «ait daily wage ( j) is US « 1.00 or more. 

205. la the case of planta with outputs of 100 tons/day, the cost of exoavation 

and loading by mechanioal means affects the total cost of one ton of cement as 

follows1 

0.110 USfc IHohinery depreciation 
Maintenance   
Depreciation and maintenance 0.210 US 
Fuel and lubricants 1.04   CL 
Manual labour 0.15    J 

 ¡Ç 
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206,  Depending on the unit coste of fuel and manual labour, the influence on 

the total cost of cement will be as shown below: 

Labour coat Fuel and lubricant coste of various CL (IB*) 
(J) plant with 100 tone/day output 
us; SiPÁ». 0.OÖ °iK> O.1^ 0.14 

0.50 0.M& 0.368 0.369 0.410 0.431 
0.75 0.385 O.405 0.426 0.447 0.468 
1.00 0.423 0.443 0.464 O.485 O.506 
1.25 0.461 0.481 O.502 O.523 0.594 
1.50 O.493 O.5I8 0.539 O.56O O.58I 
1.75 0.536 0.556 0.577 0.588 O.619 
2.00 0.573 0.593 O.614 0.625 0.656 

It is evident from these figures that, from the financial point of view, it is 

always advantageous to exploit the quarry with mechanical aide, whatever the 

wage level and the price of liquid fuels may be. 

Excavation of pompaci limestones 

207. Hard limestone can also be quarried by haad, but explosives are ordinarily 

used.   The preliminary drilling is usually done by hand.    After the blast, lever- 

age bars are used to clear the quarry face.    Lotiding is done by hand, using 

small rail trucks, which are generally used to transport the material to the 

crusher, which is installed at the quarry.    The number of workers that will be 

required at the quarry face, when the above mode of work is used will be toe 

following: 

Output of plant 
(tone/day) 

 QgtrafcgRff    20 t      so t     100 t 
Drilling, loading and other operations to 
effect explosions and olean the quarry face 10    20     40 

Loading and transport in rail trucks       4     8     16 . 

Sharpening of tools and related tasks      ,JL    «1    jfc 

Total number of workers        16     32     62 

The cost of excavation and transportation to the orusher will be of the following 

ordert 

Output of plant 
(tons/day) 

 Jim  22J 52J ÌSSL1 
Manual labour 1.00 j       O.80 ¡      0.75 J 
Explosives, detonators, etc. 0.10 US«    O.10 USè   0.10 US* 

.L 
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20 .  The first-estab.V.i&iränt c-s^s will be eipilar to those  for marls,  as dis- 

cussed abovej  or approximately  -±a follower 

Plant output First-eßtabiialuaent Depreciation and maintenance 
(tons/day) cost (U31) per ton of cement    (US$) 

20 lt'OQ 0.09 
50 2000 0.05 

100 3OC0 0.04 

Similarly, the cost, in ID,», jei  ton of csment produced, mi^it be comparable 

to or slightly higher than that alruady cene i do red for the case of marls. 

209. Mechanization of the quarrying of hard limestones in very uifficult to 

consider in a ¿onerai report such as this, since it largely depends on the local 

circumstances and the quality of the rock,    then such material is used in plants 

as small ae those considered here, it is usually sufficient to set up a com- 

pressor and some breaking hammers.    In a plant with a capacity of 100 tons/day 

it might be justified to use a compressor, drilling hammers and drills, and to 

complete the process dither by hand-loading und transport on rail trucks or 

else by means of mechanical shovels,    as regard coats, there are so many vari- 

ables linked to local conditions that it is impossible to suggest figures even 

roughly. 

Excavation of clavs 

210. As clays are utilized in relatively small amounts, they can always be exca- 

vated by hand.    ïhe amount of labour required ie only about one fifth of that 

needed to exploit a limestone quarry.    This aeans about four men for a plant 

of 20-ton/day output of ceafnt,  aix men fer a pliait with an output of 50 tons/day 

and about ten men for a plant producing 100 tons/day.   First-establishment 

oosts trill be only about one fourth >f *hose for the exploitation of limestone 

quarries.    The influence on the co-t per ton on cement will thus be about one 

fifth of that involved in quarrying cotipact limestone. 

Schists. slates, find addi tien jaatorigin 

211. In the excavation of ichiat* and slates almoet the same considerations as 

those for marls holà 50->á, provided account is taken of their specific mor- 

phology.    Like clays, schists and spates are used in relatively small propor- 

tions, 00 that they, also, can always be excavated by hand.    The amount of 

labour required for- this task and th, first-establishment capital outlay would 

be of approximately the same order as for clay excavation.    Since the quantities 

of addition materials that are normetlly ueed may vary considerably, they are not 

considered here. 
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TiiPfwrttH9B 9Í m «ftrttit frai tfrf rom ft ^ht rttifl 
212. If it i» assuaed, as a baule for calculation, that the quarry io 13 k» 

from th« plant and that transport is by trucks of 5-ton capacity, tàs nuibsr 

of vehicles needed ter cement plants of the three sises considered in the 

present report will be as follows: 

Plant output No. of 
trucks 

20 1 5i5O0 

Initial capital 
outlay (iOê) 

r toa Depreciation per t 
mmJUtmMiImmBititÊmimiOMm 

0.30 
0.25 
O.25 

50 2 11,000 
100 4 22,000 

Sinoe each truck would require a driver (4j) tad an assistant (2j), the 

of jobs fenerated would be, reepecti\3ly, 2, 4 •»» 8 for ceasnt plants of 

OGfl^PSMF      VSBJST^S^V     l«VwBr| 

213. lbs transportation oost fro» the quarry to a plant with an output in the 

rani« of 50-100 tone/day will be approxiaately as shown belowt 

Labour oost (j) Fuel and lubrication oost   (CL) 
0.06 O.IG 0.12 0.1^ 

0.50 0.366 0.436 O.510 0.588 0.654 
0.75 0.441 O.513 0.538 0.657 O.729 
1.00 O.516 0.568 0.660 0.732 0.804 
I.25 O.59I 0.663 0.735 O.807 O.879 
I.50 0.666 0.738 0.810 0.882 0.954 
1.75 0.741 0.813 0.885 Or.951 1.029 
2.00 0.616 0.888 O.96O 1.032 1.1C4 

214. fbs oeste of labour, imi ana aaintenano«   par ton of oenwmt prcduoed 
would be of the following order: 

Plast output 

20 
50 

1*X> 

Labour 

0.365 
0.300 
0.300 

Fuels and 
Ml 

4.50 
$.60 
3.60 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

PBOPUCTIOK EQUIPMENT 

215. This chapter deals with production equipment involved in the various 

specific procésete of Portland ceriant production that are applicable to plants 

with email outputs.    Ho account has been taken of intermediate processes such 

as transportation and storage of raw materials and olinl:er or of assembly 

costs of the various installations and the corresponding oivil-engineering work. 

All of these are considered in the next chapter. 

SquiB—Pt for the preparation of the raw materiale 

216. Primary crushing of the raw materials is usually done with crushers of 
the three following kinds: 

(a) *aw crushers, which are applicable for hard materials.   They 
are fed with large rocks and are suitable for medium or 
large outputs; 

(0) Cone «ushers, which are suitable for hard materiale but not 
for very plastic or wet materials, nor for use in places 
where spare parts are not readily obtainable.    Crushers of 
this kind are fed with medium-si zed roc}» and are suitable 
for large outputs; 

(o) Impact o rushers, which are suitable for fragile materials 
hut not for abrasive, plastic or wet ones.    They are 
suitable for any scale of output.   If a closed circuit is 
adopted, secondary orinine can œ omitted. 

21T. B» capacities of those cr»ishers should   depend upon the plant output and 

the method of excavation of the rook.    The olimntic conditions of the zone 

where the plant is to be situated are important.    If rainfall is high, quarry- 

ing must b« restricted to relatively dry periods, and peak outputs must be 

achieved at to compensate for periods when excavation i a suspended. 
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218. The minimum recommended crushing capacities, in teres of tons of raw 

materials per hour, according to the nature of the oliaate uould be as shown 

below: 

Cement plant output capacity 

Tons of clinker 

»•g ***  

20 
50 

100 

Tons of cement 
per year» 

7,000 
18,000 
35,000 

Tons of crusher output per hour, 
for three types of oUmat«  

Dry 

6 
13 
23 

Ibderate 

7.5 
16 
30 

Humid 

r 

«-.* 

a/ The oement output is based on 330 working day» por year and 
•mall proportions of additives.   In fact, yearly clinker output 
would be 6600 tons, 1650a tons, 33000 ton« and 66000 tons respec- 
tively. 

219. The speoific consumption of electrical power per ton of raw material is 

of the following approximate magnitud« for the three typee of cruaheri 

Crushing oa tpeoity Consumption (klJh per ton of oement) 

¿Jmt Sfiûf. HUmtt 
6 2.2 • 1.2 
7.5 2 - 1.2 
8.5 1.8 - 1.15 

13 1.5 - 1.10 
16 1.2 1.3 1.05 
18 1.0 1.2 1.0 
23 0.6 0.9 1.0 
30 0.6 0.7 0.95 
32 0.5 0.7 0.*5 
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221. The costs of first establishment (in USC), applicable only to the FOB 

(free on board ship) cost of the machinery, including motors, ara approximately 

as shown below.    The cost of financing is included, assuming an amortization 

period of ten years,  including 6 per cent interest chartes per year. 

Type 
of 

CHaate 

Plant output 
capacity (tons 

¿£L££ 

First «tab- 
llthaant 

•    Aaorti- 
zatlon 

Can» crusher 

First «stab-    AaoHL 
ltshaant         iati on 

IBMC« anther 

First «tab-     Aswrti- 
1 fermant             tattoo 

Sri 20 1,100 HC 1,500              204 3.C0O                51S 

5C 3,000 408 2,400              271 G.200               041 

too 4,200 570 10,000          1,359 12,500            1,6*1 

^wwVrfllv 20 1,300 177 1,400             190 4,200               571 

50 3,400 402 2,400             326 7,000               951 

100 4,200 570 10,000          1,350 15,000            2,040 

Ma 20 1,900 251 2,000             271 5.000               MO 

50 3,300 448 3,300             441 11.000            1,495 

100 4,400 591 11,100           1,603 18,300            2,4« 

222•  Fro« tit« information presented above, it oan be calculated torn« the influ- 

ence of tilia item (crushing) OB the teohnioal production coots will be approxi- 

mately M follows, for a moderate typo climate ama impact-type crumhin*. 

Plant ommmoity Influonoo on the protection cost of ono torn of a 
(tons/day) 

20 
50 

100 

Manual labour E1«°***o«l  Sparo parts an«  Depreciation 

0.06 j 
0.04 J 
0.02 j 

1-54 * 
1.37 w 
1.29 w 

0*07 
0.06 
0.05 

0.07 
O.06 
0.05 

j - coot of one daily wat« for unskilled labour in USÍ. 

w - oost of 1 klh in ITS; 

Repair and depreoiation costs in US 
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Í.L. 3.  Depending upon the magnitude of the manual labour cost (j) and/or the 

prie« of electrical «nerry (w), the amount in ULI would be as follows: 

Cwnt plant with 20 tons/d^y output  
Electrical 
power cost 

O.OO5 
O.010 
0.015 
0.020 
0.050 

Bleotrical 
power coat 

O.OO5 
0.010 
0.015 
0.020 
0.030 

SLÚ^, 2J¿ 
o.TfB 
0.166 
0.193 
0.201 
0.217 

0.153 
0.160 
0.16? 
0.181 

ksteW? c9f*.l,Ü 

O.193 
0.201 
0.206 
0.216 
0.232 

1.00 
O.206 
0.216 
0.223 
0.231 
0.247 

¿i£. 
0,223 
0.231 
0.238 
0.246 
0.261 

1.50 1.73 
0.23c 
0.246 
O.253 
0.261 
0.276 

O.253 
0.261 
0.268 
0.276 
O.291 

fttBt Plant with SO tona/day yflyt 

Labour op«t (^) 

0 
0.163 
0.170 
0.17Î 
0.I9I 

0 
0.173 
0.180 
O.I87 
0.2O1 

.176 
0.183 
0.190 
0.197 
0.211 

0. 
0.193 
0.200 
0.207 
0.221 

0.196 
0.203 
0.210 
0.217 
0.231 

2.00 
0.26C 
O.276 
0.283 
O.291 
0.306 

0.14«       0.15S       0.166       0.17?       OTlSS0.196      0.20 0.206 
0.213 
0.220 
0.227 
0.241 

±*Uh 100 toaa/day output 

O.010 
0.015 
0.020 
0.030 

•fcBr 
0.123 
0.130 
0.136 
0.149 

0.128 
0.135 
O.141 
0.154 

Labour coat ( rt 

0.126     0431     o!uT 
Ul h 

0.133 0.138 0.143 
0.140 0.145 O.I50 
0.146 O.15I O.156 
O.159 O.I64 O.I69 

O.Ul 
0.148 
0.155 
0.161 
0.174 

0.146 
O.153 
0.160 
0.166 
0.179 

??4. It looaa «hall aatariel« txm tom^:.jC ••»«bora« ara used, initial «lavine 

is neoeaaary.   Thin slaving la nonaally aoaieved with a tronmel or with fino- 

•Mkaé ti arai.    la eithar oaaa both th« initial coat of th« equipaent and th« 

operation ooats ara irary low.    Thay are inoludod under the heading of aiaoellaneous 

aspante«, «ino« they hará no large influanca on the total cement production 
ooat. 

225. 8«oondary crushing is normally done with one of the four following devioea: 

(a) Haaaera, whioh ara applicable to dry aatarials or materials with 
little hxaidity.   Thay are aapeolally suited for gypsum stone. 
fhay oaa be uaed for crushing aatarials that have undergone 
priaary crushing, but they ara not to be rocoaaended for soft 
or huHid suteriali; 
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(b) Cone crushers, which are applicable to hard and abrasive 
materials but are not recommended for humid, soft or very 
plastic materials; 

(o) Impact mills, which are suitable for dry and subtly humid 
materials but not recommended for ¿ypsums or very plastic 
materials; 

(d) Roller mills, which are suitable for wet or highly plastic 
materials.    They are especially effective in dealing with 
clays before they are suspended in water and to grind coal. 
They are not recommended if the diameter of the materials 
exceeds 50 ram. 

226. The capacity of these secondary crushers is related to that of the plant 

and to the type of manufacturing process which in turn, is influenced by the 

prevailing climatic conditions to the extent that thej affect quarrying opera- 

tions.    Furthermore, this secondary crushing is not usually necessary in the 

oaae of mall plants, si noe the size of the materials after the primary crusa- 

in* it suitable for feeding into the grinding mills.   However, it is usual to 
set up an installation to prepare the clays. 

227. In plants with outputs of 20 and 50 tona/day of olinker, one or two men 

may suffice to disintegrate the clay and prepare it for storage. If so, the 

influsso« on the production cost will be as shown below. 

Plant oapacity   Influence on the production cost of one ton of cement of 
VtfgMfltar) the labour cost (,1) for préparation of the olav 

&52 0.75        1.00        1.25       1.50       1.75       2.00 

20 O.025     0.038     0.050     0.063     0.075     O.O88     0.100 
50 0.020     0.030     0.040     O.O5O     0.060     O.O70     O.O8O 

In plants with outputs of 100 tons/day, it is advisable to have a orushing 
roller or a disintegrating conveyor belt. 

22B. The influenoe of these requirements on the initial capital investment will 

vary considerably, depending on the nature of the day, but roughly it would be 

nseassary to allow for equipment costing US* 3000, so that the depreciation and 

maintenance costs would result in a oost of US$ 0.02 per ton of cement.    These 

initial oosts are calculated on the supposition that this equipment will be used 

only for days whioh amount to about 25 per oent of the total weight of the raw 

materials.   The oost of manual labour would be 0.01 j per ton of cement, and 

the expenditure in electrioal energy would be 0.9 w per ton of cement. 
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rr?.  In plants operating with the wet procees and havinc  a daily output of at 

least 100 tona of clinker, it will be necessary to  install a Hunger to prepare 

the clay and eliminate foreign bodies (gravel, river stones, etc.)    This 

involves the installation of 4 kl.T of motive power. 

230. The initial capital investment for the blunder will be of the order of 

US* 35»000.    The influence of this outlay on the technical production coat 

would be as follows, assuming an amortization period of fifteen years, for a 

plant with a cement output of 100 tons/day. 

Manual labour        Electrical Spare parts and Depreciation 

0.02 j 0.15 * 0.020 0.103 

Beoause the amount of electrical power required for this purpose is small, the 

influence of this item on the total oost, depending on the level of manual 

labour oost (j), would be only M given below: 

1 
0.5O 
0.75 
1.00 
1.25 
1.50 
2.00 

0.134 
0.139 
0.144 
0.149 
0.154 
0.164 

231. The expansion of a plant from m clinker output 100 to 300 tons/day would 

be simple) and economical as regards the blunger, mince the additional invest- 

ment would be of the order of only US> 10,000, plum a slight adjustment in the 
feeding and discharge system. 

Döring "d i***}*«, f f 

232. IJhen therm is no provision for simultaneous drying and grinding in toe 

materials mill, or when soms of the raws are very moist, a esperete drying pro- 

cess will be needed.    This will be done when the crumbed material is ready for 

feeding into the grinding mill.   In rotary driers, the consumption of energy is 

between 900 and 1300 tosi/kg evaporated water, demanding on the initial humidity 

of the raw material and the type of drier.   As the initial moisture content of 

the raw material can vary widely, a figure for the number of calories that will 

be oonsueed in drying a ton of raws or of oement cannot be given. 
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233. The capacity of the drying installation should b« similar to that of the 

grinding mill, or higher if a small rastre« of drisd raw materiale is to bs 

established. Under these circumstances, and for the plants that ars envisaged 

in this report, the drying requirements, assuming that all th« raw materials 

must bs dried, i/ill be: 

Output of the plant 
 (tons/day) 

20 
50 

100 

Drying; capacity ia tous^ou*-, allowing for 
 «tora« of dried material 

2.1 
5.2 

10.4 

234* The specific consumption, in klft per ton of cement, sad th« installed 

•etiw power, assuming that all th« raws recuire dry in«, trill be as specified 
below. 

Slaotrieal oonsissption       Installed motiv« power (kW) Plant capacity 

20 
50 
100 

1.32 
1.12 
1.02 

3 
6 

12 

Coal*' 
Fusi oil 

235« The specific consumption of fusi to dry raw materials (in kilograms of 

fuel per ton of material to bs dried), as a function of th« husüdity, is as 

shown bslow. 

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 
9.2 13.8 19 24.8 30.5 37 43.2 50 
6    9    12.3  16.1  19.8  24  28    32.5 

236. Th» consumption of foal to dry the raw »storiai», in kg/toa of esmsnt, 

assuming that all of them n*«d drying, is as follow»! 

fMüWT tí Wñit m wrytfiH« tf wit »itala 
3 6 9 12 15 18      21 24 

13.8    20.?      28.5      3T.2      45.7      55.5   64.8      75 
9        13.5       16.4      24.1      29.7      36      42 48.7 

CooW     y 
Itasi oil*' 

a/ Calorio value 6500 teal/s*. 

b/ Calorie valu« 10,000 kcal/kg. 
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237-  The initial capital investment,  referring only to the cost,  7013, of 

machinery,  including motors, is approximately as given in the follow!^ table. 

This also includes amortization costs over a period of ten years,   includinÊ 

6 per cent annual interest charges. 
Plant capacity 

(tona/davi 

20 
50 

100 

Drying, with intermediate storage 2 Investment (USâ) 

25,000 
40,000 

"47,000 

financing coste (uaf) 

3,397 
5.435 
6,385 

238.  As the influence of the dryin& costs on the final cost of the cement 

depends on the humidity of the raws, it will be assumed, in the interest of 

brevity, that the raw material has a 6 per cent water content.    It is under- 

•tood that if the raw material has only 1 per oent humidity there will be no 

need to dry it.    Conversely, if it has between 1 per cent and Ü per cent water 

content, drying can be done at the same time as grinding.   Only if the humidity 

is 8 per oent or mor« will it be essential to incorporate prior drying installa- 

tion into the plant.    Based on these assumptions, the following results are 
obtained: 

Plant capacity 
(tona/day) 

20 
50 

100 

Influence on the ooet ffr ton of cement 
1 Anual     Electrical     Spare parts and     Financing 
¿•&&ME        IMIKY liin^H-TTT costs 
0.2    i 1.32 w 0.20 0.48 
0.08 j 1.12 w 0.10 0.30 
0.06 j 1.02 w 0.08 0.18 

Fuel 

13.5 CL 
13.5 CL 
13.5 CL 

239. Assuming a mean price (w) for each kilowatt hour equal to USi; 0.015, the 

influence on the total ooet, per ton, due to the drying of the raw materiali 
eau be given approximately by the following tables: 

Plant of 20 tona/dav ffluy t*T 

 Ubour ooet (j) 

•1*£°. 1*25 1.50 1.71 ?|.W 

Vb 

0.75 
0.02 0.962 1.012 
0.03 1.097 1.147 
0.04 1.232 1.282 
0.05 1.367 1.417 
0.10 2.042 2.092 

1.062 
1.197 
1.332 
1.467 
2.142 

1.112 
1.247 
1.382 
1.517 
2.192 

1.162 
1.297 
1.432 
1.567 
2.242 

1.212 
1.347 
1.482 
1.617 
2.292 

1.262 
1.397 
I.532 
1.667 
2.342 
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Y 

I 

Plant of r>0 tons/day capacita 

Labour coat (.i) 
UL 

0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 if 74  
0.826 
O.96I 
I.O96 
1.231 
I.906 

2.00 

0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 
o.io 

0.726 
0.861 
0.946 
1.131 

* 1.806 

0.746 
Û.881 
1.016 
1.151 
1.826 

0.766 
0.901 
1.036 
1.171 
1.346 

of 100 

0.736 
O.921 
I.056 
I.I91 
1.D66 

O.806 
O.94I 
I.076 
1.211 
1.886 

2t£a& 

0.Û46 
O.89I 
1.116 
I.25I 
I.926 

Labour coat 
CL 

0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 

.    0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 
0.10 

0.575 
0.710 
0.845 
0.980 
1.655 

O.59O 
O.725 
0.860 
0.995 
1.670 

0.605 
0.740 
0.875 
1.010 
1.685 

0.620 
0.755 
O.890 
I.025 
1.700 

0.635 
O.770 
O.905 
1.040 
I.715 

O.65O 
0.785 
O.92O 
1.055 
1.730 

O.Ó65 
0.600 
0.935 
1.070 
1.745 

CL - prioe of 1 kg fuel oil in US£ 

J - coat of a daily wag» in US<, 

240. Grinding it accomplished with a ball or a vertical mill, in oloMd or 

opon circuit, in accordance with one of the following five alternativ««: 

(a) With ih« wet process it is usual to us« a compound, open 
circuit, tubular mill; 

(D) The most «oonomioal system for the dry process, in terme of 
initial capital inv«»tm«nt, is the tubular mill, open 
circuit. It is also the easiest to operate; 

(0) The tubular mill, closed circuit, wiLh mechanical «levator, 
permit« grinding and drying to be done simultaneously when 
initial humidities are below 4.5 P«r cent} 

(d) UM tubular mill, closed circuit, with pneumatic elevator, 
permits grinding and drying to be done simultaneously with 
initial humidities as high as G per cent. This system is 
very suitable for lieht materials} 

(e) The vertical mill, closed circuit with air, requires less 
initial oapital investment and may be operated more eco- 
nomically than tubular mills. 
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241. rilling noraally is done for 16 hours/day. In plante with 20 and 50 tons/ 

day capacity, it is suggested that the sane trinding circuit be used for ¿rin- 

ding both the raws and the cement. 

Grinding Mil capacity (tons per hour) 

Plant capacity   Only for raws, grinding     Grinding raws and 
16 hours/day         cement 

Lant capaci 1 

20 
50 
100 

2 

5 
10 

4.6 
10.o 
20.2 

242* The electrical energy consumption for each grinding systen varies accor- 

ding to the quality of the raw material, As aa indication, the following data 

are provided! 

Grinding 
fW9t f t m * 

Simple Bills     liìlls with internal 

Open oircuit Dry process 
Tfct Drooess 

33 to 37 
32 to 36 

30 to 33 
29 to 32 

Closed oircuit Circulation by air 
Circulation with buckets 

30 to 33 
27 to 30 

27 to 30 
25 to 28 

Vertical Ills Circulation by air   sUfiJS  
243« The electrical power to be installed for ¿rinding, following the above 

data, is given below for cement plants of the three sizes that are considered, 

in this report. 

Process 
mad 

16- 

mills 
ding 
and 

lai. 

4Ul «Uh, y&tfflj 
Grind. 

16-hour           raws 

il 4fYa.°tf 

Grinding 
PjrtgL. 

hour 
ndiru 

Grin 
raw 

Lng of 
and 

Open Dry process 60 - 70 120, -140 55 - 60 110 - 120 

oircuit Let prooess 58 - 66 116 -132 53- 57 106 - 114 

Closed 

Air oiroula- 
tion 55 - 60 110 -120 50- 55 100 - 110 

cirouit Buoloet circu- 
lation 50 - 55 100 -110 47 - 53 94 - 106 

Vartioal Air circula- 
tion 47 -54 - - . 
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Posent output of ^0 tonn/dav 

Grinding 

Open circuit 

Closed circuit 

Vertical mills 

Process used 

Linimum installed power 
(kilowatts) ¿ló-hour Arindinft) 

Simple mills Ulis with 

Dry process 
'Jet process 

Circulation by air 
Circulation with buckets 

Circulation by air 

1^0 
145 

- 170 
- 165 

136   -   150 
122    -    136 

116   -    135 

136 
132 

122 
116 

- 150 
- 145 

- 136 
- 119 

Grinding 

cftf*rô WW 9Í sW *ffli/flnr 
ldnimun» installed power 

(ftsffft^l) (sHWlT JHWelwO 
üimpl« milla Mils with 

Open circuit 

Clojwd circuit 

Vertical Bills 

Process usad 

Dry prooese 
Wet procesa 

Circulation by air 
Circulation with buckets 

300-340 
290   -   330 

275   -   300 
250   -   275 

232   -   270 

275-300 
270   - 290 

250   - 275 
235  "- 260 

Circulation by air 

244« For a plant with an output of 20 tona/day of cement, the possibility of 

setting up a single ball mill that can grind 50 tona of clinker in a 16-hour 

day should be considered. Such a mill could be used to ¿¿rind raw materials on 

soae days and clinker on others. The cost of such a Bill (including fittings 

auch aa feeders and sieves) is about- US'* 35 »000. The amort i tat ion period for 

auch aaohinery io relatively long, 15 ysars is an acoeptaole period. This 

would mean an annual outlay of about UB* 3*600, including financing charges, 

which corresponds to US>. O.50 per ton of oement. 

245* Tha maintenance and replacement of the grinding elements ars important 

iteas. In older installations with relatively small outputs, the attrition of 

the lining and balls is about 1.4 k¿ par ton of casant. This rat« of wear has 

baa» greatly reduced in newer plants, but in a plant of 20 tona daily output 

the rate of wear will be similar to that given above. This means a coat par 

ton of clinker of the order of USC 0.03 to US,. 0.10 par ton of raw *at«rial~ 

ground: that is, about US,. O.05 per ton of cement. Total maintenance and re- 

placement costs, such aa those for grinding elementa, linings, lubrication and 

apare parts can amount to US,. 0.20 per ton of cement, the total cost of depre- 

ciation and maintenance may therefore total US« 0.55 P*r ton. 
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246. The manual labour absorbed by the trindin¿ procese in a plant producing 

20 tons of cement daily is three nen working in two 3hifte;   that is, about 

0.3 j per ton.    The consumption of electrical energy will be of the order of 

60 kllh/ton including both the érindin¿, of the raw materiale and of the cement. 

Thus, the total influence of the ¡\rindinfe on the cost of one  ton of cement will 
be 0.55 + 0.3 j + 60 w. 

247. Depending on the value of the mean wa^e (j) and the cost (M) of one kilowatt 

hour, the actual cost of grinding per ton will be as given in the following 
tablet 

electrical ¡jtor.coj.Uj) 
power 

cost   (v) fi^ 0.75 hS& LL£ 1.50 us L& 
0.005 0.660 0.955 1.030 1.100 1.160 1.250 1.330 
0.010 1.400 1.475 1.550 1.6*0 1.700 1.770 1.850 
0.015 1.750 1.820 1.900 1.970 2.050 2.120 2.200 
0.020 2.050 2.125 2.20C 2.270 2.350 2.420 2.500 
0.030 2.650 2.720 2.800 2.070 2.950 3.020 3.100 

24ß. The ^rindine requirement» for plant« producine, 50 ton» of clinker daily can 

be assumed to be essentially similar to those of the smaller plants considered 

above.   The only difference is the addition of a mill to prepare the raws.   It 

is assumed in the present discussion to be a vertical mill with an initial oost 

of US* 30,000, includine a full set of equipment.   Depreciation and maintenance 

are somewhat lower than for a ball mill and can be estimated at US', 0.35 per 
toa. 

249. The power installed would be about 100 !cW, and the electrical energy oon- 

Sissptioa would be about 21-25 Idn/ton.    Grinding costs would therefore be: 

raw Materials (vertical mill)   GB - 0.55 • O.15 j + 24 w 
Oeaent (ball »ill) 00 • 0.40 + 0.15 j + 32 w 
raw materials and ceaent GR + OC - 0.95 + 0.30 j -»• 56 w 

It will be realised that, within the approximate estimates made in this report, 

there is no appreciable difference between the oost of Grinding, per ton of 

oeaent, for plants of 20 and 50 tons/day capacity.   However, this is because a 

single sill can be used in the 20-tons-per-day plant, which can practically 

never be done in larger plants. 
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vertical „,in tJ       *    • elaunple' - -*—«• i« »ade «sunin6 th. w of . 

-i, 121 n r tT
ment for a oompieteiy °• — -* 

-ta* at tr-  o « «•!—*•«« and Mi»t.nano. co.t con ». „u_ 
mat.d at US,. 0.45 per ton.    a. stalled .Lotriol power to .rind «, 
mux*. will be about 200 -, and the .l.ctrio.l "" 
"ill b. about 21-25 ,,„. .l.ctrio.1 eneray o.n.umpUon per ton 

251. To ¿rind the oement. th« ini+i-.i  „    -J. ,   . 
about U3, lao 000     It   I P »nv.tm.nt for th, „in wlu b. 
ton     l7lT depMOiaWo" — »"«.nano. o..u „m „. x4 „.«, • 

a 25 .,* ^ ton for raw Mterlila) ^ jo _ M M eer tM fw ^ ^t 

• «total. (v.rtioal Bill)     a« . 0.45 + 0.08 J • 24 „ 

—*(«*«, 111) tK - 0.40 + 0.06 J + 32 „ 

*>» by Wt.r^ and toi», th. &„und Mt.rUl.    0». wthod WTOld „, t„       * 

*.r t. Ä ^ (rfi;: s^irr^rsjrr 
»•y b« •ttioat«d at m-   OA r»•   *   ^ *M>uiI«tioa 

. Ml «.pr.oi.tion oo.t of UK 2,682, inoludin* fi»nolllg.   MatmmaJT 

oo.t of a ton of oewnt would b. OSÍ O.63. 
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-.":r;r:r,r; ¡r^r- » • - »—. 
s - .".Tí; -,>;:r rL - « ~-vrrj- 
«.etnea! erent ValMS °f » »d J. thl. would civ>! 
power oost 

00 
0.005 
0.010 
0.015 
0.020 
0.03C 

0,790 
0.630 
0.370 
0.910 
0.990 

0.040 
0.860 
0.920 
0.960 
1.040 

0.690 
0.930 
0.970 
1.010 
1.090 

0,940 
0.960 
1.020 
1.060 
1.140 

0.990 
1.030 
1.070 
1.110 
1.190 

1.040 
1.060 
1.120 
l.loO 
1.240 

1.090 
1.130 
1.170 
1.210 
1.290 *M. *m th. fcu, plant -«° I-« 

*UU» in th. w «,*„ „ '„   h/°J7' >-*•*»«„ „in b. ^ „.,„_ 
P«...d air.   m. iBltl„   .      " ** e,nall*r I»1»»*. l"t »ith th. aid of oom- 

*-* .—£ »:;;, ~T —•to « *•«• —*.. 
- tota .ff.ot on th. «« ^UTT"! ^ "iU - ^ i,M° "* ~*- 

"" t0n of "•"»''* «ill b. USÍ, 0.29. 
»•   Th. .l.otrioal power r.qutr,d „ill b. v, ,„, 

9 « to th, po^on o,.t „f «T.«Jt      ^ ^ ln " in0nMnt of 

i-lv. a oo.t i„o„n.nt oTolTíZTr*1 labOUr "Wi— <3 "»> 

in th. ration 0.29 + 10 v, + o 1 ,     T        '* "* t<m °f °—* rtu be a. ¿ivn 
«folio»,, J-   l0r •riou" *«— of » and J, it „ill b, 

31sotrioal 
powar ooBt Labou^ n•+ f .¡) 

(w) 

0.005 
0.010 
0.015 
0.020 
0.030 

0.390 
0.440 
0.490 
0.540 
0.640 

O.415 
O.465 
O.515 
0.565 
O.665 

0.440 
O.490 
0.540 
O.590 
O.690 

O.465 
O.515 
O.565 
O.615 
O.715 

O.490 
0.540 
O.590 
O.640 
O.740 

O.515 
0.565 
O.615 
O.665 
0.765 

2.00 

0.540 
O.59O 
O.64O 
O.690 
O.79O pec      _ "'*•' v. Í4U 0.765 ft  7 

^o.   In plants producing loo tone of cernant <un     w 
•«Ux*ly * coopM8Bed air. °f   e~nt -**• »«notation will be *» 

— will .»ount t0 ^ 57 £ 2T\T V88tment f0r *• •**—* wa,v >'t"00 which, if amortized -in +»„ 
in an annual oost of USC 5 86Q     r.« 4 •"omw* in ten years, wiU „8Uit 
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257. The installed electrical power requirement v/ill be 50 k'.'f adding 5 w to the 

total cost.    The manual labour requirement (3 men) has an influence of O.O5 j. 

The resulting total increment in cost of one ton of cement due to 1-omoGenization 

will be 0.26 + 5 u + O.05 j.    For varying values of w and j, the reeults will be 
as follows: 

Labour cost (i) Eleotrical 
power cost 

M 
O.005 
0.010 
0.015 
0.020 
0.030 

J2t& 
0.310 
0.335 
0.360 
0.385 
0.435 

_2Ji 
0.323 
0.343 
0.373 
O.398 
O.44C 

IM. 
0.335 
0.360 
0.385 
0.410 
0.460 

mAXmamLmm 
0.348 
0.373 
0.398 
0.423 
0.473 

lift 
0.360 
0.3G5 
0.410 
0.435 
O.485 

1M2X 
0.373 
0.398 
O.423 
0.448 
O.498 

07385 
0.410 
0.435 
0.460 
O.510 

Caloinlng 

258. "Ehe consumption of eleotrloal energy, in terms of kilowatt hours per ton of 

cement, for various types of kiln are êiven below, as a general orientation. 
Plant capacity 

(tons/day) 

20 
50 
100 

Vertical 
kiln 

2 .6 
14.5 
11.5 

Lepol 
kiln 

29 
22 
17.7 

Lout rotary 
kiln (dry 
process! 

37.6 
24.5 
I9.4 

Kiln with heat-re     Kiln (wet 
ouperators (powdsr   process) 
 M  

39.6 
30.0 
25.2 

42.4 
26.0 
20.1 

259. The Biniaun installed electrical power in connexion with the kiln and 
accessorise would be as follows: 

Plant capaoity 
(tons/day) 

20 
50 

100 

Vertical 
lain 

25 
45 
70 

Lepol 
kiln 

65 
100 

Lent, rotary 
kiln (dw 

etui JBFJSI 

45 
70 

115 

Kiln with heat-re     kiln (wet 
ouperators (powder   process) 
 ÍEÜ  

145 

50 
75 

120 

It is assumed here that the Lepol kiln is not used for outputs bslow 50 tons/day 

ana that heat recuperators are not used for outputs belo» 100 tons/day. 
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260.   m. epecifio fuel consultions for the various types of l:ilns, in kcal/k, 
of clinker, are as stated below. 

Dry proofTff Vertical 
Long rotary 
Lepol 
Rotary, with heat- 
recuperator 

Rotary Ici In 

BftiLv   output 
20 *9»tff         50 tons 100 tons 
1150              1050 970 
1Ô00             1575 1470 

1130 1050 

1950 
1050 
1810 

Kft prooess Rotary Ici In 2000 

261. Prx» the fore^n* data the specific fuel conation can be establish.*: 

for ooal with 6500 kcal/** (aediua-grad. coal), for f*el oil of 10,000 koal/ks 
and for natural «as of 8500 koal/a3. 

262. Specific conation in ton. of ooal (65OC koal/kg) per ton of cement. 

®rr» of H?,n 
Vertical 
Loo« rotary 
Lepol 
Rotary, with heat- 
recuperator 

Kiln with wet 
procesa. 

2LSSM   %Jm iS%sai 422JOM loop ton. 

0*277       SIX      2-ÎS        °'146 °'146 °-1* 
2'ÎT?      n!%        °-205 °'1** 0.161 0.174      0.161 0.155 O.151 0.135 

0.161 0.155        0.151 0.135 

0.306       O.300      0.278 0.266        0.257 0.223 

261.  Specific ooa*»ption in ten. of fuel oil (10,000 koal^) per ten of 
cement 

ETC* 9f um 
Vertioal 
Long rotary 
Lepol 
Rotary with heat- 
recuperator 

Kiln with wet 

Daily output 

auaM zum mim. mjm ¿gutm U&US&í 
0.180 0.157 

0.113 
0.147 
0.105 

0.133 
0.101 

0.126 
0.098 

0,105 
O.O87 

prooess 0.500      0.195 

0.105 

0.181 

0.101 

0.174 

O.O96 

0.167 

O.O67 

0.145 

f4"  8PWÍ^° P€B-a*ti«1 la «** «*•« of natural gas (at 15°C, 750 m Ha 
8500 koaX/m">) par ton of oeaant 

Daily out^t 

ÌS2J0M   ^ÖJaSJi   40ytyaff   1000 ton, 
Vertioal 
Long rotary 
Lepol 
Rotary with hsat~ 
recuparator 

Kiln with wet 
process 

I2-S2SÍ   52-toji   lOOtonT 

210 

235 

I84 
133 

230 

173 
123 

123 

213 

156 
119 

119 

205 

I84 
116 

116 

196 

123 
105 

105 

170 

•ÜB 
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265. The influence of calcining on the cost of one ton of cement in a plant 

producing 20 tons of clinker daily is calculated below.    The most suitable icilns 

for this type of plant are the vertical ones built on the site,  the vertical 

kiln with a metal-plate shell or the tunnel kiln.    The first of these only is 

considered here.    It would consist of ->" approximately cylindrical body, built 

of bricks and stabilized by a si¿upl3 metal structure of vertical joists and 

metal hoops.    It will be lined with refractory bricks.   Accessories such as the 

grill, the feeding opening and the proportioning and ¿Tamil at i ng equipment would 

be mechanically operated.    Á kiln of this type might cost about US« 59,000. 

Assuming an amorti za ¿ion period of fifteen years, the annual dépréciation ohar&e 

would amount to US;; 6,074, if ó per cent financing charges are included.    The 

influence on the cost per ton of oemsnt will be UE& O.867. 

266. Maintenance costs are assumed to be USii 46OO annually; their influence on 

the cost per ton of coment will be US* 0.6?.    Tho increment in coat of one ton 

of cement due to the above items will therefore be:    1.517 + 0.6 j + 21.6 w + 

0.177 CP depending on the actual magnitude of the daily wage (j), the cost of 

one kilowatt hour of oloctrical energy (w) and the price of one ton of the 

65CO koal/kg type of ooal (CP).    The actual ocst in IJS8 of burning one ton of 

oemant is given bolow; it is assumed that w is USí¡ 0.015« 

Fuel ooet Labour oost (.1) 
(<?) 0,50 0.75 1.00   T 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 

13.5 4,530 4,680 4.830 4.98O 5.130 5.280 5.430 
15 4.796 4.946 5.096 5.246 5.396 5.546 5.696 
16.5" 5.O61 5.211 5.363. 5.511 5,661 5.8II 5.96I 
18 5.327 5.477 5.627 5.777 5.927 6.077 6.227 
19.5 5.:?2 5.742 5.892 6.042 6.192 6.342 6.492 
21 5.858 6.008 6.158 6.308 6.458 6.608 6,758 

267. Kline suitable for plants producing 50 tons/day of clinker include the 

vertical automatio kiln, the tunnel kiln and tho rotary Idln with heat-recupera- 

tor.   The first of these is used here to dnmnnstrata the influenoe of oaloining 

on the fine! prion of the cement.   Its curt is estimated at USQ 100,000.   If 

amortised over fifteen years, on the. annual depreciation oharge of US*. 10.296 

will result including financing oharges. 
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268.   The resulting influence on the cost per ton of cement will be üTfe O.572. 

IÂintenance costs are estimated at U3Ú 65OO annually, and the influence on the 

cost per ton of cement will be USO 0.3Ó1.    The total influence of oalcinin^ on 

the oost per ton of cement will therefore be:    0.933 + 0.3 j + 14.5 w + 0.I6I CP. 

This actual amount will depend on the labour cost (j), the cost of electrical 

energy (w) and fuel costs (CP).   The actual cost is as folloi/s, depending on the 
values of j and CP and assuming w to be O.OI5. 

Labour coats (i) 
0-75 l.QO 1.25 lTso 

Fuel costs 
(CP) 

13.5 
15 
16.5 
16 
19.5 
21 

0.50 

3.474 
3.715 
3,956 
4.197 
4.438 
4.679 

3.549 
3.790 
4.031 
4.272 
4.513 
4.754 

3.624 
3.865 
4.106 
4.347 
4.588 
4.829 

3.699 
3.940 
4.181 
4.422 
4.663 
4.904 

3.774 
4.OI5 
4.25U 
4.497 
4.738 
4.979 

1.75 

3.849 
4.090 
4.331 
4.572 
4.813 
5.054 

2.00 

3.924 
4.165 
4.406 
4.647 
4.8Ö8 
5.129 

269. Kilns reconmended for plants producine 100 tons/day of olinker include the 

automatic vtrtioal kiln, the lone rotary kiln, the rotary kiln with heat-recu- 

ptrator and the short rotary kiln.   The first of these is used here to demonstrate 

the influsnoe of calcining on the osment price.   The price of this equipment is 

about USC 190,000, and its life can be estimated at fifteen years.    Annual de- 

preciation ohargss would thus be life 19-563, including 6 per cent annual financing 

charges.    The influence on the oost per ton of cement is USO O.558. 

270. Maintenance oost would be Ufe 12,000, which would increase the cost per ton 

of cement by UK 0.343.    The total effect on the cost per ton of cement due to 

oaloinin« will be:    O.9O • 0.2 j + II.5 w + 0.149 CP.    Belo» is given the effsot 

on the price of cement due to calcining costs, for various values of j and CP, 
and assumine, w - «fe 0.015. 

Fuel oosts 
<CP) 
13.5 
15 
16.5 
18 
19.5 
21 

3ÎA! 53 
3.407 
3.631 
3.855 
4.079 
4.303 

sua 
3.233 
3.457 
3.681 
3.905 
4.129 
4.353 

3Î!§3 
3.507 
3.731 
3.955 
4.179 
4.403 

Uf*aoM«4Màpi 
3.333        3.383 
3.557 
3.781 
4.005 
4.229 
4.453 

1 
3.607 
3.831 
4.055 
4.279 
4.503 

Í433   3Î48 
3_433 

3.657 
3.888 
4.105 
4.329 
4.553 

3 
3.707 
3.931 
4.155 
4.379 
4.603 
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271. A rotary 'din may be used with the wet process. It« price would be about 

USÍ, 300,000, including all accessories. If the life of the !dln is assumed to 

be fifteen years, and 6 per cent annual financing chafes are allowed for, the 

yearly aaortization costo will be USG 37,067. Uintenance cost per year Kill 

be US5 20,000. The effect of this item on the cost of 1 ton of cement will be 

US* 1.630. The total effect on the ceaent price, usin¿ this type of Iciln, and 

assuming nanr^l labour to be thi«ee aen per shift, will be 1.630 + 0.1 j • 20.5 w 

• 0.378 CP. Below the actual cost is £iven for various values of j and CS if w 
is assumed to be U5f 0.015. 

Fuel costs 
(CP) 

U.5 
15 
I6.5 
16 
I9.5 
21 

£i5&. SLÛ1 .Lffî 
Labour coat (fl) S 

5.740 
6.157 
6.574 
6.991 
7.408 
7.Ö25 

¿¿p. 
5.790 
6.207 
6.624 
7.041 
7.456 
7.875 

atU 
5,340 
6.257 
6.674 
7.091 
7.506 
7.925 

5.890 
6.307 
6.724 
7.141 
7.558 
7.975 

¿£2 
5.940 
6.357 
6.774 
7.191 
7.606 
8.025 

5.990 
6.407 
6.824 
7.241 
7.658 
8.075 

6.040 
6.457 
6.874 
7.291 
7.708 
8.125 

272.  The clinker frai the kiln muet be nixed with a «all proportion of gyp«« 

«ad ti»n ¿round finely until a residue of between 5 and 10 per oeat rene Ins 

•iter passing tarouèh an 88-mioron (4900 hole»/«»2) mesh,    it is assumed here 

tant ¿Undine, it done for 16 htm» daily, and the pemeibility has also been 

considered of reducing the initial inrataent by using the -m erindinfc equip- 

ment for both the raw materials and the olinker in plants producine 20 tona/day. 

ttador these conditions the daily capacity of the «ill» would have to be M 

follows: 

Grinding of cement only        Grinding of both raws Plant output 

20 
50 

100 

1.4 
3.5 
7 

2.8 
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273. Aa examples, the specific electrical energy consumption in kilowatt hours 

per ton of clinker for each ¿rinding system and for each decree of fineness that 

is to be attained (residue remaining after passing through an 08-micron mesh). 

Grinding 
system 

Peon 
circuit 

Kiln 
U££d 

Vertical 

Rotary 

Per cent 
residue with 88- 

micron mesh 

10 
5 

10 
 5 

Closed 
circuit 

Vertical 

Rotary 

Simple 

22 to 25 
28 to 30 
25 to 28 
35 to 30 

Type of mill 
I.'ith 

internal devices 

20 to 22 
24 to 26 
22 to 25 
30 to 32 

10 
5 

10 
5 

20 to 22 
25 to 27 
23 to 25 
32 to 35 

10 to 20 
22 to 24 
20 to 22 
27 to 29 

274. Following the above data, the electrical power (in kilowatts) to be installed 

for grinding purposes in oement plants of the three sizes considered in the 

present report will be as shown below. 

Plant with 20 tons/day output 

Grinding        din 

°lmtl 
Vertical 

Rotary 

Per cent 
residue with 88- 

sioron sieve 

10 
5 

10 
 5 

£l2fîâ 
circuit 

Cement 

45 - 50 
55-60 
50 - 55 
io-75 

Power requirement (kt?) 

Staple mm,»/   Combined mills*/ 
Grinding, of the 

*»*» only 

40 - 45 
50- 55 
45 - 50 
60-65 

Vertical 

Rotary 

10 
5 

10 
5 

40 
50 
45 
65 

45 
55 
50 
70 

35 
45 
40 
55 

40 
50 
50 
60 

¡J thsw figures refer only to the grinding of clinker.    If the mill is also 
*••* *° &*** f» mmteilels, the aleotrioal power requirement would reflect 
»• requirement e of eleetrloal power for this purpose.   ïnis is oonaidered 
above under *—M "     '   "* 
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Plant v/jtli ^0 tons/da^ outjput 

Grinding 
system 

Or?en 
circuit 

ICiln 
¿JŒ£ 

Vertical 

Rotary 

Per cent 
residue with 33- 

micron mesh 

10 
5 

10 
5 

Pcrtor requirement 
Lilis with 

"imple mills         internal devices 

110 - 120                 100 - 110 
140 - 150                120 - 130 
120 - 140                 110 - 120 
l'o - i>o                 150 - 160 

Closed 
circuit 

Vertical 

Rotary 

10 
5 

10 
5 

Plant wvLh 100 

100 - 110 
120 - 130 
110 - 120 
160 - 170 

to..s/l..'   t.utput 

90-100 
110 - 120 
100 - 110 
130 - 140 

Grinding 
system 

Kiln 
Par cent 

residue with 88- 
nicron merU 

Hills with 
Simple KIIB         internal devioee 

Open 
circuit 

Vertical 

Rotary 

10 
5 

10 
5 

220  - 240 
270 - 290 
240 .- 27c 
340 - 370 

200 - 220 
230 - 250 
220 - 240 
29O - 310 

cirsuif 
Vertical 

Rottiry 

10 
5 

10 
5 

kCO - ?20 
240 - 260 
220 - 24O 
310 - 340 

I80 - 200 
220 - 230 
200 - 220 
260 - 280 

275. Tho effect of th*j cement grinding on the cost par ton cf cement has been 

c Icuiated for each type of r>?*«rt und*r the heading ,r*yin£ and grinding of raw 

materials" and therefore is not connidsred her«. 

Pfeokjnff r.nd sbljgignt 

275. In a plant with a cenent output cf 2v, to'1.y day, picking is norBally done 

with a simple filling device, and quantity is controlled with a weifehing «achine, 

Paper hags are usually vrná f¿i packing; thalr cost is about U3Í 1.80 psr ton of 

oeaent.    The initial cost of this tquipnent in estimated at UB6 5000.    If 

amortised in ten years, this reprenants a yearly coet of USO 68O.   Tha yearly 

cost of oaintenejioe can te assumed to be USW 200.    The effeot on the cost par 

ton of this part of the installation will b& USW 0.126.    The slsotrioal powar 

requireœent will be 10 kW, and the nuabor of sen required will be five.   Thus, 

tho influence of manual labour and electrica) energy will be, respectively, 
0.3 j and 3.2 w. 
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277. The total cost of pacKing and shxpr.or/- will ccn-oqueuxiy bo -.3 fJIIOWS: 

US3 I926 + 3.2 1; + 0.3  .i-    For vuricua value,- of <., arc   .,,   thiü implies  the 
following values: 

Labour oc ¡3+   (jj Sloctrical 
power cost 
__Í»Ú  

O.O05 
0.010 
U.015 
0.020 
O.03O 

2.160 
2.200 
2.240 
2.280 
2.36O 

.9d5. liUf 1..2? 1 .¿0  

2.97O 2.234 
•XL 

2.237 
2.277 
2.317 
2.397 

2.274 
2.314 
2.354 
2.434 

2..'ili 
2.351 
2.3S'x 
2.471 

r\300 
2.348 
2.333 
2.4-3 
2.508 

2.345 
2.385 
2.425 
2.465 
2.545 

2.00 

2 382 
2.422 
2.462 
2.502 
2.532 

278. In a plant with a dc.ily output   n" ^:i3 -<•" i-njiV'-. >   packing1 is normally 

dünj with rii automatic coraent-pr-olrinj auvchin.= with  tuo outlets.    Thj  initial 

cost of this equip/neni   in US.) 30.000,   vàlidi,   if r^rbi-od over c. Un-yoar period, 

moans a yearly cost  of U3Ì 4.075.    /jinuai nir intonane:  costs bill be about 

USiiljOOO.    The effect  or both on the  oojt  of one J 0.1 <r-~ ooaont will be USE 0.281. 

The oloetricoJ. powor needed fo; this will b- COIRU,^  tve hours por day.    Tho 

of fact on tho cost; of 1  tor. of cor; ont will bo 0.8 v.    If oanual labour is assumed 

to bo five ron,  tais i tei will want to C.15 j,    vtv cost of the bags,  assuming 

thoy aro of pape:,,   in UBO I-80 por ten of orront,.  00  tho cost of packing,  bags 

ar.d shipment,  ?*:>•'-' ton Ox comer, t. wiíl cr nr.enuoi^i.v bo 2.081 + C,8 w •?• O.15  j. 

Oonsidoring difference values of w end 3.   i ho f el] c;vin5 actual valuos aro 

obtain id. 

K'ostricai 
jxn/cr coflt 

— Is)     ö.JS2_  _P^7JL i..j£L_....JU21~.. .¿-JS2 1-75. 
0.005 2,150 2.9? 
0.C10 2.200 2.237 
O.OI5 2,240 2.277 
0.020 2.260 2.337 
Û.030 2,360 ?.397 

Labou^ fopt^ [J )_ 

2..SJ/' 
?.274 
2.3-4 
n.354 

S.Z.'l 
2.^11 
2,351 
2,3°3 
2./7* 

.¿-JÍÍL. 

2.345 
2.388 
2.420 
''.50S 

2.345 
2.385 
2.425 
2.-465 
2.545 

¿¿22 
2.382 
2.422 
2.462 
2.502 
2.582 

279. ïn a plant with i. comet cutpu': of J00 tor^/^vy,  looking ia dono by an 

au-.omatin packing rechino with tv* ouviotc ai..1, a ca./oyov boJt (20 ra long) run- 

ning from tho nilog +0 tho dnJ1.vo,;;¥  qury.    The initial «. r;-fc of thiu oquipr.ont 

will bo US3 33fr)00f  and i+c ro:«k\n^ "Jfo la a^v^ed to bo ten years.    Its 

annu-».l depreciation coat will tliowsfirc bo U3Ï 4,434,  and annual maintenance 

costs will bo Um 1,000.    Tho oif.ot t-.eee charges K.-v\; en tho cost por ton of 

coment will bo U3$ 0.3 57.    Th,   olectviral powor te operaio this will bo obout 

25 kW,  and it will operaie approxjE:--.;-;.!;,-  four heure per day.    Tho oost  of 

electricity por ton of oosumt will +h-\;fo-«o bo 0.3 v.    Manual labour is estima- 

ted at throo mon.    ThuB¡ manual laboiu  ooet per ton of oosaent is 0.1 j.     (it 
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will be advisable to have nine men to load true:».)    The cost of paper bags per 

ton of cement is US,. 1.30.    Total cost of packing and shipping per ton of cetaent 

is therefore 1.957 + 0.8 w + 0,1 j.    The follovinfe are the actual amount e for 

different values of w and j. 

Electrical 
power cost 

_&}  
0.005 
0.010 
0.015 
0.020 
0.030 

labrar cost {,]) 

0í¿0_ 0/& 1.00 J^O. JLJ1 
2.011 
2.015 
2.019 
2.023 
2.028 

2.036 
2.040 
2.044 
2.048 
2.056 

¿¿0. 
2.061 
2.065 
2.069 
2.073 
2.081 

2.086 
2.090 
2.094 
2.098 
2.106 

2.111 
2.II5 
2.II9 
2.123 
2.131 

2.136 
2.140 
2.144 
2.14S 
2.156 

2.161 
2.165 
2.169 
2.173 
2.181 

Preparation of foals and additives 

280. Because of their ¿reat variety and the wide rang* of differences in the 

proportions of them that are used,  it is difficult to evaluate the influence 

of the costs of fuels and additives on the cost of the finished oaaent.    Con- 

saquently, only the influences of the cost* of drying and grinding of ooal and 

of the crushing of gypsum are considered her«». 

281. Tfce amounts of ooal and of electrioal energy used par ton of finished 

oement oan be estimated ee equivalent to about 15 par cant as auch as is re- 

quired for the drying of the raw materials.   Tha capacity of the coal-drying 

installation, assuming that it operates for eight hour* daily and that drying 

is done separately from grinding, should be: 

Plant cjpaoity 

20 
50 
100 

Capacity of drying in- 
stallation (tone/hour) 

1 
2.5 
5 

282, The consumption of electrica?, oneryr for ooal-dryinfc, per ton of cement, 

and the installed electrioal power refpiirad for this purpose will be as follows: 

Plant capacity Consumption of electrical       Installed power 
i&agZäaXL. »narre (klJh/ton of cement)      required (kWW 

20 0.20 1.5 
50 0.17 2.5 

100 O.I5 5.5 

a/ If all raw material»» must be dried. 
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283. Th. amount of fuel, in tenu of kilograms per ton of cement, required to 
dry the coal would be as follows: 

Uater contant nf the opal (per cant.) 

Coal (6,500 kcal/kg)   t 2.1      3.I     4.3   5.8     6.9        8.4   9 8      IS 0 
Fusi oil (10,000 IxalAfc) 1.4      2.1     2.3    3.6     4.I        5.4   6.1       11 

If the ¿Mas fro« the cooling clinker are also used in the drying of the coal, 

fusi consumption can be reduced as shown below, since about 15 lecal of heat can 
be recovers* per kilogram of clinker. 

î Jäter content of the oo^l (per centi 

1-1-2 U   Ja     IL   2k- 2L 
Coal (6.5OO koalA«)   A -       0.8     2.0   3.5     4.5        6.1     7.5    9 0 
Fuel oil (10,000 tol/kg) -       0.6     1.3   3.1     3.0       3^9     ¿9   5!? 

Nevertheless, the use of these ¿as«« from coolin¿ oannot «laminate th« need for 

an auxiliary oven, since the clinker cooler operates only intermittently. 

284. Before UM in conventional vertical kilns or Êrindin£ for use in kilns of 

other kinds, ooal must be crushed so that the particle diameter win not exceed 

30 mm.   This oan be aoooaplishsd in rollsr mills with a consumption of electrical 

•n«r6y similar to that for the crushing of raw materials.    ¿IssuminÊ operation 

for sixteen hours daily, consumption of slectrioal enerßy and the requirement 
for installed power would be as follows; 

Plant capacity 
(tons/far) 

20 
50 
100 

Electrioal energy consumption Installed 
 imhuù  oowsr (K) 

0.54 2 
O.54 4 
0.5¿ 6 

285. Coal is normally ground in closed-circuit «ills (open-circuit mill« are 

mrely used) at the same time that it is dried.   Fuel coneuaiption is about the 

•«a« as whan th« drying i« don« eeparately, as described «mrlier. 

286. Vertical or ball mill« are generally used.    The consumption of el«otrioal 

power in term« of kilowatt hours per ton of cement would be as follow«, assuming 

a 16-hour day, for ooal of various decrees of hardness : 

lypt of Vertical mill Panned ball Ball mill with open 
-Sui.          __Ü¿1   circuit 
*»** 10.0 17.5 24.4 
Semi-hard 
Bard 

12.5 
14.5 

19.0 
21.8 

26.0 
28.0 
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The requirement for installed electrical power for coal-é,rindiné,  still 16 hours' 

daily operation of the mill, would ba as follows in each case 

Plant capacity 
(tons/davi 

20 
50 

100 

Vertical mills 
Soft  Semi-  Hard 
coal  hard 
   coal 

coal  coal 

Panned ball mill 
Soft  Semi-  Hard 

hard 
ccal 

20 
45 
90 

Ball mill with 
open oirouit 

Soft     Semi-     Hard 
coal      coal      hard        coal 
            coal       ___^ 

25 
55 

110 

30 
65 

125 

32 
80 

155 

35 
05 

I65 

40 
95 

190 

45 
110 
210 

50 
115 
230 

55 
125 
245 

287. To calculate the unit cost attributable to the drying and grinding, the coal, 

it is assumed that ¿ryint, is done in tho coal mill,  that the initial humidity of 

the coal io 6 per cent, and that ¿a.? fro* tha clinker cooler is utilized.    Refer- 

ence will be made only to a plant with a cement output of 100 tons/day, as it is 

assumed here that plants with 20- and 50-tone/day capaoities are fitted with 

vertioal kilns,  for which the coal needs only cruahin&, not ¿rinding. 

238. The initial cost of the coal-trináint mill is about US.;. 20,000, includine, 

auxiliary equipment.    If amortized over fifteen years, the annual depreciation 

ci7t will bo US;., 2059.    iaintenanoe will be US4 200.    The two items imply a cost 

per ton of cement of US:.; O.O65.    Cost of electrical energy,  in accord with data 

cited above, is 19 w and fuel cost is 0.8 CP.    Labour cost, assuming that two 

man are needod,  is 0.04 j poi- ton of cement.    Thus, total cost per ton of cement 

attributable to drying and grindine of coal will t«? US8 O.965 + 19 w • 0.0008 CP 

+ 0.04 j.    Aerumine the cost of manual labour is USÍ". 1, the cost per ton of 

cement, depending on the values of Cf an:" w, will be: 

Electrical 
pnrer cost 

0.005 
0.010 
0.015 
0.020 
0.030 

I>ìeL.£9*ÌB.l2Zl 

ILI 1e 
/~—.. 

0.211 
O.306 
0.401 
0.496 
0.686 

0.213 
0.308 
O.403 
O.498 
0.638 

0.216 
0.311 
0.¿-ó 
O.50I 
O.69I 

.J8_ 
0.218 
0.313 
O.408 
O.503 
O.693 

JäxJL 
0.221 
0.316 
O.4II 
0.506 
O.696 

0.223 
0.310 
0.413 
O.506 
O.698 

289. Gypsua crushing is dona in a hammer mill with an initial oost of about 

USi 600. If the life of this mill is six years, the annual awortisation charge 

will be US3 I25. The annual maintenance costs will amount to US* 80. Beno« 
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the oost of this i tarn per ton of oemerif is "USC 0.OO6.   The required installed 

eleotrlcal power if .15 &', with a cost of 0.063 w.   1 ^nual labour, involving 

one nan« will be 0.01 j.    Thvm power and labour costs per ton of cement will 

total USS 0.006 • 0.063 w + 0.01 j.   Assuming w • O.015 and j - 1.00, the oost 
of gypsum orushing par ton of oaaent will be USO 0.017. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

INSTALLING CEMENT PLANTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

General 

29O. The problem of cornent manufacture in a country in the first stages of 

industrial development should be considered in relation to its economy as a 

whole.    The initial research includes the aspects that have been mentioned at 

the beginning of the second chapter of the present reporto    Using such data, 

it is possible +o develop an initial programme that includes the determination 

of the number of plants to be installed, the capacity of each and the possible 

expansions of these planta in the immediate future; that ia, within the next ten 

to fifteen years.    The cost of these prior investigations should not be ascribed 

to a given plant, cince it is a preliminary task that applies to the entire con- 

struction industry and to the general development programme of the country. 

291« Following the deoisions taken as desoribed above, a epecifio study for each 

particular plant should follow.    These specific studies establish the looation, 

volume and accessibility of doposits of raw materials, the characteristic« of 

whioh should be checked by appropriate field and laboratory tests.    The findings 

should be used to detemine plant looation, system of manufacture to be used, 

and decide amonj alternative methods for exploiting the deposits. 

292. The eoonomlo studies required to determine the financial commitments that 

will arise at various stages of the plant-development programma will include 

tbesa four olomentsi    (a) general study of tho plant,  (b) initial capital invest- 

ment, (0) exploitation of the deposits of raw materials and (d) marketing of the 

oement that is to be produced.    If the finding3 of these economic studies justify 

the establishment of a cement plant, a contract for its design and construction 

should be negotiated.    It is advisable to assign the contract for the entire pro- 

jeot, including the supervision of construction, to a speoialiaed organisation 

that can oo-ordinate and inepoct the manifold phaaes of design and oonstruotion. 

The number of contractors, sub-contractors, suppliers, erection specialists and 

the like will be large, and close oo-ordination and supervision will be necessary 

to prevent confusion, delays and unacceptable work. 

293. The oont^aot should cover all of the following aspects of the proposed 

operation* 

(a)   Arrangements for the exploitation of the raw materials and their trans- 
portation to the plant 
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(h)    Provision of access roads,  communications,   and -.mtor and electrical   oow-r 
supplies 

(c) Design of the plant  itself, which would include civil  cn-ineerinr (melala- 
site conditioning,   sanitary ^meerlu,-,   sanitary installâtions, Wldirvs ^ 
and internal  communication:}),selection,   arrangement  and inrtallrtion of   ' 
tne machinery,   and provisions  for the distribution of hirti- and Tow-ton-ion 
electrica]   power.     (in some oasoc,  the   installation of an electrical powor 
plant v.'ill  be necessary.) 

(d) Manufacturing and exploitation methods 

£"!.%  The actual construction of the plant will   involve (a)  civil  ougineorirv, 

including scheduling of construction,   (b) surveying of the plant  aito,   (o) in- 

spection of the work,  when completed as well as while in progreso, (d)  approval 

of payments to the contractor,  and (e)  final  sett lament of amounts duo to suppliers, 
subcontractors and the  like. 

295. Machinery installation will include the  following phases:   (a) scheduling of 

machinory erection, (b) reception, transportation to the site and storage of im- 

ported and locally manufactured machinery,  (c)  inepection of the machinery erection 

in goneral,  and the completion of the  secondary installations,   (d) period of 

operation of the machinory without load,  (a)  operation of the machinery with loads 

and fuel,   (f) tuning the machinery to full working order and (fr)  settlement of 

outstanding claims.    The electrical  installation and other services will pass 

through phases of dovelopment similar to those described for machinery. 

Plant with a ounent output of 20 tona/duv 

296. Since many now cement plants will be needed throughout the world,  especially 

in the developing countries,  it would appear to be desirable to rationalize thoir 

construction by the design of standardized elements, which might be tormod "basic 

elements", envisaged for moan operating conditions with respect to fuels, ^aw 

materials,  comunicati one and supply of electrical  energy.    Those basic éléments 

should be easy to transport and assemble, have uncomplicatod mechanisms and be 

low in cost.    They should be centred on grinding (with either separate milli for 

raw materials and fuel or a single mill for both purposes)  and calcining.    Thaso 

basio olomentf,  with their connexions,  attachments  and the  like,   could be combined 

into standard groups or assemblies. 

297. Each 20-ton-por-day plant should bo so planned that it could bo 30t up using 

alternative combinations of these basic ale   jnt3.     Only rarely should modifications 
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bo required that would inveivo a creator decree  of mechanization than that 

provided V the basic ol omenta.     I'hoso plants should bo easily capable  of easy 

and economical  expansion to  daily capacities of 50 to 60 tons of comont.    The 

functional pattern of nuch L. plant has been sketched in figure 711. 

?1H. Such standardization would serve at  least  thr   five following purposes! 

(a) reduction of the donici cost  for individual  plants,   (b) reduction  in tho cost 

of machinery,   (c) standardization of plant assembly, thus permitting economies in 

both time  and coot,  (d) facilitation of the interchange of spare parta and (e) 

centralisation of the training of personnel.    Contres having pilot plants with 

production capacities in the range of 5-10 tons/dcy oould be suitable for the 

purpose of investigating tho  feasibility of such  standardization. 

299. The amounts of capital  and labour required,   the electrical powor  supply to 

be installed and the technical production costs for such a 20 ton/day plant can 

be ostimatod on tho bacie of the data presented in the third, fourth and fifth 

ohaptors of this report.    A typical example is presented in tabular form, based 

on tho following assumptions:     (a) general conditions in the country - dry olimato, 

easy accoss to plant site, moon daily wage (j),US  «1.00;  (b) costs of materials - 

electrical energy per kilowatt hour (w), US $0.015;  fuel and lubricant  (gas oil) 

oost per litre (CL), US SO.O6;  (c)  fuel - coal (65OO kcal/kg) por ton (CP), US 

$16.00;  fuel oil per kilogrmn (Po),  US 30.03;  (d)   raw materials - carbonate-ri^h 

marls (6 per confa humidity),   clay in easily exploited deposits.     No calculations 

aro made for fusion and corrective agents. •     -  

300. Tho installed power (kW),  the number of employees (NB) and the co.it of 

machinery and assembly (in US SIOOO) aro approximately as follows: 

kW 

I - Propagation of matorial» 

Hanagoment and control 

Quarrying (by hand) 

Transport to crusher 

Crushing ¿0 

25 

NE 

2 

10 

10 

25 

us siooo 

3.0 

5.5 

Jt«£ 
13.3 



II - Transportation and 3torago 

Management and control 

Transportation to siloe 

Homo^nization in oilos 

III - Conditioning of raw materials 

Hanag3mv3nt  and control 

Transportation of maturials 

Drying of rav/ materials 

Grinding 

Homogoni zat ion 

IV - Caloining 

Management and control 

Transportation to kiln 

Kiln,   including ;7ranulation 

Transport  of crushed clinker 
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kW ¡JE US 31000 

- i 

- 4 1.5 

-i JL - 

0 7 1.5 

- 2 „» 

- 4 - 
-> 1 31 

120 5 43 
Ja J£ JÙ, 
133 14 109 

25 

35 

7 
8 

Ji. 
22 

V - Coœont grinding 

Similar to »Conditioning of raw materia] 8»,   as shown at wo. 

VI - Honogeaisation of oaaent and storaga 

Managomont  and control 

Transportation to cement silo 

Paoking,  shipping and various 

MiaoallaiMcmi 

Storage ox* fuol and wat or oto. 

Workshop,   atoros,  laboratory otc. 

Planning of sito and approaches 

Eleotricity grid 

73 

2 

30 

— 2 - 

- 3 13.00 

Jà J> 2.50 

15 11 15o0 

5 2 11.50 
10 12 19.00 

2 - 3.00 
- 

M 28.00 

17 14 61.50 



• 
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Suaoaiy 
m      m 

Proparation of materials 25 25 13.30 
Transport and staralo 0 7 I.50 
Conditioning of raw notarials 133 14 109.00 
Caloining 25 22 80.00 
Cotnont finding 0 0 0 
Homo^oniaation and storage 

of coniont 
15 11 I5.5O 

Hinoollanooua -E Já «¿£jfab& 
215 93 260.80 

301. Tho establishment of a plant with a clinker output of 20 tons/day, i.e. 

produoing about 7,000 tonc/yuar, might involve a capital outlay of tho foliating 
magnitudot 

Machinery and assembly U3$ 280,3OO 

Civil ongineoring works 220,000 

Miscellaneous 60.000 

Total USÎ 560,300 

302. Production coots would vary considerably, but in accord with the data given 

in tho procodiiv: chapter, thoy CCJI bo evaluated approximately an follow« 

Financial ohorcos (amortisation of U35 560,300 ovor 
IS yoars, at 6 por cent U3$     8,248 

Labour 4,350 

Electrical onorgy 1,650 

Fusi 2,320 

Äteoutivo^and adainiitrativo staff 2,300 

Miscellaneous 1.900 

Total Itti    21,268 

This itoo is very varir.Ua.    For a ssmll-scalo operation such as that 
dosoribed horo,  tho cxponsa of an executive staff of about five person« would 
increase the total production oost excessively.    It is thoroforo assumed, 
in this oxanplo, that the cost of the executive team is distributed among 
three similar plants. 
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303. If the cement  is  to  >ie shipped  in paper bags,   their   -¡OB* r-ust ".     allouj.i fir. 

As already noted,   this  cost can bu estimated roughly at  TTf5 Ci.^o p.- ton  if oenont. 

Heneo the  cost  of tho   ooraont,  at the  plant  loaded on trucks,  radd amount   ti    brut 

US $23.10 por ton.    The  celling prieo  of thu  cement  would   .f -ours.,  i..  hi,;r.:r 

since overhead oxponeos,  distribution costs,  nark, ting,  tcjc..s,  ?refit:.: and th, 

like must  be added.    Account also must bo taken of  the cos \  of transport irH   the 

machinery to tho  site,   especially if it   -E  been imported,   in which -.30 ouatomo 

dutioa,  import  licenses  and tho  like must be  included a,s  well.     («•„. Annex tahlj.) 

Plant with aoaant  output of ',0 to.Wdav 

304. As in tho previous  case,  the ooperit plant with an output of 50 tons/day 

should bo subject  to r   genoral  study to determine 1 nunbor of basic elements, 

dosignod and tested to work with various calcining methods (vertical   cil.u,  tunnel 

kiln ote.)  and using different types of raw materiale.    The doaign of the str.ndr.rd 

elements should involve  a thorough technical  investigati m to bring into  full 

development tho various manufacturing phases,   aa emphasized ir. the course of this 

report.    If an installation similar to that  ?t tho  Instituto Eduardo Torro jr. DO 

usad, tho development  of the principal  standardized elements should tr.ke only 

about two yoar3.     Basically,  the aspects thvfc would require detailed study rjid 

development  are those relating to calcining in vertical  kilns,  tunnel kilns and 

short rotary kilns, with and without heat récupérât ore.     The dry in/» of raw 

materials should bo made simpler and leas costly .and their in-plant transportation 

should bo standardized as far as possible.    The drying ruad grinding units would 

requiro mo&t attention in research,  since in very snail piauts thò fuel  consump- 

tion for drying may be disproportionately higher than that  'or calcining. 

305.  Tho sketch in figure VIII gives a  general pattern of :, cement plant with an 

output of 50 tona/day that is envisaged as an extension of a 20 tons/day plant, 

the basic difference being that  the larger plant has t.n TÍII3;  one for raw 

matorial and one  for clinker.    The raw meteríais sill will  preferably be a 

vortical ono, sinco mills of this kind aro relatively inexpensive,    l'ho comont 

mill is the same  as for tho smaller plant,   .ut it  only grinds cement,   and not 

raw materials.    Quarrying operations v.iil bo rather mero mechanized than for the 

smaller plant,     and in many cases it would even be advisable to have a loading 

shovel.    The crusher used in the smallar plant  eould serve  in this  larger one, 

but tho feeding system should be improved to regulato production.    Sumnarizing 
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tho data given in pravioue chapters,  it is relatively easy to obtain tho approxi- 

mate amounts of invented capital,  installed power, number of employees end working 

ooats for - plent producing rj0 tons of clinker daily; i.e.  about 18,000 tons of 

coment annually. 

306. As an ori.jntr.tioa,  and on the cano basis as was done above for tho 20 tons/ 

day plant,  calculât ions are giv m below for a plant with an output of 50 tons/day. 

Tho installed powop (k'rf), tho labour roquira-nont  (MS) .and tho cost of rwohinory 

and assembly (in US5) would bo approxioataly as follows: 

kg    -   m 
X Preparation of materials 

Mana^oHont and oontrol _ 2 •» 

Quarrying (by hand) 5 31 2.5 
Transport to orushor - 14 11 
Crushing £¿ JL 8.5 

30 50 22 
II Transportation and storage 

Manacoaent and control - 1 • 

Transport to silos 5 8 12 
Homagoniaation in silo« 

«MB J. mmm 

5 14 12 
III Conditioning of raw natorial« 

ManagoBont and control - 2 • 

Transport of mataríais « 8 2 
Ikying of raw matorials* 6 2 46 

Orinding (vortical mill) 130 5 33 
Homo.jonization J£ JL •a9a» 

156 20 133 
I? Calcining 

Managoacnt and oontrol - 2 — 

Transportation to kiln - 10 1 
Kiln, including jranulator and 

fûodor 
43 20 

130 

131 

%/ Brying need not bo a separato oporation¡ It can bo dono together with the 



Cement grinding 

Management and control 

Transportation of ground clinker   10 

Complota mill I30 
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Mí     ÜE    us siooú 

3      10 

5       43 

Comont hono£cnization,  powder 20 2 37 
romovo.1   ind vrurious 

Transportation to comont silo ^Q 2 18 

170 13 108 
TX     Packing and shipment 

Management and control 

Packing, shipment and various 

Miscellaneous 

storage of water, fuel etc. 

Workshop«, stores, laboratory etc. 

Planning of site and approaches 

Electricity grid 

Summary 

Preparation of materials 

Transport and storage 

Conditioning of raw materials 

Calcining 

Cement grinding 

Packing, shipment and various 

Miscellaneous 

Total 

3C7. The plant producing 50 tona of clinker daily, i.e. about 18,000 tons of 

oament annually, might involve the following oapital invostmonti 

Machinery and assembly USI 533,000 

Civil-engineering works 421,000 

Various 80.000 

Total USI 1,034,000 

- 1 - 

30 12 -i¿ 
30 13 42 

5 2 15 

30 15 25 

5 2 4 

JZ «J¡» £ 
40 19 85 

30 50 22 

5 14 12 

166 20" 133 

45 20 131 
170 13 108 

30 13 42 

JSL J£ Ja 
486 149 533 
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Y3. Although production costs can vary considerably,  they should be basically 

as described in the previous chapter and can be evaluated approximately as follows: 

Financing charges (amortization of USI 1,034,000 over 
15 years,  at 6 per cent annually) US$    5,915 

Labour cost 3 021 

Electrical energy X 787 

Fuel 2,573 
Executive and administrative staff 2,300 

Miscellaneous (lO per cent)  1.560 

Total US$ 17,004 

309. As with the smaller plant, if the cement is to be shipped in paper bags, 

their cost (approximately USI I.80 per ton of cement) must be considered.    Thus 

the approximate production cost, per ton of cement at the plant, loaded on trucks, 

would be about USI 17.30.    Here, also, the actual selling price would be higher, 

since it would have to includo marketing costs, overhead, profits, distribution 

taxes, and the like.    Also, as in the earlier example, tho cost of transporting 

the machinery to tho plant site must be considered,  especially if it is imported, 

in which case customs dutios,  import licences and the like become important oost 

elements.   (See Annex tablo.) 

Plant with a oemont output of 100 tona/dy 

310. The operations of relatively large-scale plants (that is, those with outputs 

of 100 tons/day) differ considerably from those of tho smaller ones (outputs of 

20 and 50 tons/day) that havo boon considered.    For the conditioning of tho raw 

materials alone, two administrativo posts would be required.    Quarrying and trans- 

portation of the marls is dono in a manner that will maximize the use of manual 

labour, with tho use of wheelbarrows,  so that 6l persons would be thus employed. 

The initial investment in this situation would be very low, of the order of 

USI 3,000,  and the effect on the cost per ton of cement, attributable to quarrying 

would bo USI O.78,  assuming a daily wa^e of US$ 1.00.    Tho excavation of clay 

materials would imply an investment of about USI 1,000 and would involvo tho 

employment of 10 persons.    The influence of this item on tho cost per ton of cement 

would be USI 0.16.    Thus the exoavation of marls and clays would provide employment 

for 71 manual labourers and would involve an investment of USI 4,000.    Its influ- 

ence on the prico por ton of oomont would be about USI O.94O. 
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311. Transportation, although done primarily with hand labour, would probably 

also require tho uso of two trucks, for various purposes. This would involve an 

investment of about US3 11,000, amortized over five years, and the employant of 

four persons. Tho influonce of this added transportation cost on the par-ton cost 

of coment would bo US* 0.25 if the mean wage were US$ 1.00 and gas-oil cost were 
USI 0.06 por litro. 

312. The uso of an impact crusher would require the installation of about 50 kW of 

oloctrical powor and a yearly electricity consumption of 42(700 kWh. The initial 

invostmont costs would be US$ 15,000 for the machinery and motors and US* 7,000 

for assembly costs, including auxiliary elements and the electrical grid for this 

part of tho plant. Two labourers would bo needed. If the cost of one kilowatt 

hour is US$ 0.015 and the moan daily wage (j) is USS 1.00, the influonce on tho 

cost of tho comont attributable to manual labour, energy and maintenance, would be 
about U8$ 0.170. 

313. Tho preparation of tho raw materials would thorofore involve the following 
costsI 

Labour requirement (NE) 

Managomont 2 

Marl quarrymon 61 

Clay quarrymon 10 

Drivers and moohanios 4 

Crusher operators o 

Total NE 79 

Capital invostmont 

Tools and trucks, amortizod USf 15 000 
ovor 5 years ' 

Machinery, amortized over 15 years 22 000 

Civil-engineering works, amortized ovor 20 yoars   58.OOP 

Total invostmont US$ 95 000 

Financing ohargos for tho amortization at 
6 per oont interost of the invested capital 
givon in tho provious heading 

Tools and means of transport ÜS5 3 56I 

Heavy oquipmont 2 265 

Civil-engineering works 4.057 
Total USI 10,383 
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Influenoo on tho ooat por ton of oemont 
<luariyin« m 0.910 
Transportation 0 p.,- 
Crushing ¿^ 

Financing ohargoa 0 ,,Q 

Total US| 1|630 

314. Production ooatB can bo roduood easily by mechanisation of quarrying and 

transportation.    This would moan an additional investment of about USI 60,000, 

but tho number of jobs would bo roduced by more than half, and this might not'bo 

do.irabl« whore ono of tho objective of industrialists is to próvido permanent 
«•ployoent in some sootions of tho population. 

U5. If most of tho manual labour usod in tho 100 tons/day operation for trans- 

portation and atorago is oonoontratod at tho quarry faoo and in outdoor trans- 

portation, it i« to bo understood that tho plant should bo considerably moro 

•oobwisod than tho 20- and 50-ton/day plant, that have boon considered, sinoo 

indoor transportation by hand is unsuitablo for tho lareo-soalo operation con- 

sidered horo.    Two porsons can organizo and operato the transportation from tho 

orushor and clay bin to the materials storage.    Transport from tho crusher to 

•torage can bo done with a conveyor bolt whoso coat will dopend upon its length 

and slope, but in conerai terms it will amount to USt 18,000.    To conservo foreign 

ourronoy, tho plant can bo planned so that the same bolt can carry both tho lime- 

atone and the clay.    This could bo dono by the addition of supplementary length, 
that might oost about US$ 8,000. 

316. The distribution of materials within tho storage facility should bo done from 

above, and it is natural that this also be done by a conveyor belt systom whose 

oost,  including bina, guidea,  etc., might bo of tho ordor of Uflf 20,000.    Ita 

operation should occupy two mon.    Although the electrical power required to operato 

indoor transport may vary considerably, it oan be roughly estimated at about 20 kW. 

The silo oapaoity should be about 15,000 m\ to deal with a three-month output, 

and it could bo provided with a bridge orano or ono with under-side unloading. 

317. B*porionoo has shown that, in caaos similar to this, it is cheaper to unload 

at the end, with tho aid of tubs, whioh aro carried by conveyor bolts and bucket 

elavators.   However, it would bo advisable to have a loading shoval for auxiliary 

operations.   This might oost about USt 12,000 and require ono man to operate it. 
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Within tho gonoral aystura whoroby unloading is dono  at  one end, there aro many 

variants.    Tho simplest of those is to load tho matorial on hand trucks .and move 

it to tho mill bins.    Tnia  can bo done when the ground has a suitable slope,  and 

might próvido omployment for 20 mon.    An alternativ., would bo to use a travelling 

hoppor with a special scraper.    This arrangomont has the advantage of providing 

good homogonization, but the equipment  is very expensive and noods two mon to 

operato it.    Finally, fixod bins oan bo utilized, unloading straight on the con- 

voyor bolts.    This third systom is simpler and choaper to operato than tho socond 

ono.    It also roquiros two oporativos. 

318.  For tho purposes of tho .ìxamplc under conaidoration,  and only to provide a 

gonoral orientation, transportation by hand is assumed.    ThiB roquiros vory ohoap 

installations, costing only about US$ 10,000.    Storage and homogonization costs 

consequently givo tho following fi^uros: 

Labour roquiromont (N3) 25 

Capital invostmont 

Maohinory (amortization over 
15 years) 

Civil work (amortization ovor 
20 years) 

Total 

Finanoing ohargos por yoar to amortizo 
machinery and civil works, at 6 por 
oent annually 

Influonoo on tho cost por ton of oamont 

Manual labour 

Energy, fuol, maintonanco and 
misoollanoous 

Financing charges 

Total USÓ      O.937 

319.  Production oosts oan bo roduood by almost the total of the manual labour 

coats,  i„o. US$ O.I5 por ton of oomont, moroly by mochanizing transportation. 

This would entail an invostmont of about US$ 35,000,  but would deprivo about 

18 mon of thoir livelihoods, but this solution will have to bo adopted in many 

oases if conditions are loss favourablo than thoy are assumed to be in the 

abavo example 

US8 58,000 

63.000 

US* 121,000 

us$ 11,426 

usa 0.211 

O.II9 

Pf657 
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320. In the conditioning of tho raw materials,  tho tasks of inspection and control 

might  occupy two non.     If,  as has boon assumed,   tho raw materials have a low 

humidity (approximately 6 por cent),  they could be dried in the mill  itsolf, merely 

by the addition of an auxiliary  oven.    However,  to take a more typical  situation, 

we shall assume the need for prior drying and the employment of two men for this 

purpose    Tho drying installation will require  the installation of 12 kW of 

electrical power and the investment of US$ 45,000,  amortized over 10 years.    The 

influence of labour,  electrical energy, spare parts, maintenance and tho liko on 

tho cost por ton of conont is about US$ 0.83. 

321. Transportation from the drying installation to tho mill should bo dono auto- 

matically.    Tho cost  of elevators and convoyors might be about US$ 5,000,  and 

nooossary installed electrical power about 5 kW.    The grinding equipmont should 

includo a vortical mill with a capacity of about  10 ton/hour, with recirculation 

circuit by air, filters, cyolonos and fans, and costing about US$ 70,000,  to which 

another VSt 10,000 should bo added for accessories and assembly.    Tho roquirod 

oleotrical power installation would bo about 200 kW,    Pivo men would bo needed to 

oporato this equipment; the cost of labour, maintonanco, oloctrical power, 

lubrioants, spare parts and so on would moan a furthor coot of US$ 0.69 per ton 

of comont.    Homogonization roquiros an invostraont  of US8 57,000 and tho installation 

of 50 kW of oloctrical powor.    Throo operators will be noodod.    The assembly of 

this section and its accessories will co3t approximately US* 8,000.    Tho influence 

on tho final oost of the oemont attributable to supply of power, maintonance and 

labour is US$ 0.215 por ton. 

322. Honco, in a oomont plant with a dr.ily capaoity of 100 tons, the conditioning 

of tho raw matorials involves tho following total costai 

Labour roquiroment  (NE) 10 

Capital investment 

to bo amortizad over 10 years US3    50,000 

to bo amortizod ovor 15 years 145«000 

Total US$ 195,000 

Civil-engineering works, to bo US$ 143,000 
amortizod over 20 yoars 

The amortization charges at 6 per cont yearly on the above invostraont aro as 

follows! 

US$    50,000 over 10 yoars US5      6,794 
US$ 145,000 ovor 15 years 15,945 
US$ 143,000 ovor 20 yoars 12.468 

Total US3    35,207 
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The influonoo on tho cost per ton of comont con be ostinatoci a, 
Doprooiation TTqi, ,  nn 

Exploitation USv J'??4 

Total USC 2,637 

Tho requirement of installed electrical power will be about 27ü kW. 

323. If, for calcination,  a vortical automatic kiln is adopted, two men may bo 

needed for its supervision and control.    Allowance should be made for automotic 

transport by means of a bucket elevator,  which may cost  about US* 4,000,   including 

assembly and accessories,   to bo amortised in 10 years.    Tho installed electrical 

power will bo 10 ».    The cost of transportation,  including annual labour,  repairs, 
electricity etc. will bo about US$ O.O5 per ton of cement. 

324. The vertical kiln for a plant of this size „ill be approximately I.80 m in 

diameter and 8 m high.    It will cost JJBZ 190,000, and its assembly and putting 

into operating order will amount to USS 50,000, including all accessories and the 

more essential spare parts.    Eleven men will be needed to operato it, and tho 

installed electrical power necessary will be TO kW.     Civil-on^inoorinr works  will 

cost  about m 83,000,  including olinkor-torafio,  silo,   conveyor belt,  coolers etc. 

Annual maintenance cost,   including replacement of refractory material,  is about 

US$ 12,000.    The cost per  ton of cement attributable to labour, maintenance, 

electrical energy,  fuel    etc.  is about US* 3.18.    Consequently, the calcination 

part of the cement-production process entails the following costs: 

Labour roçpiiroment (NE) I3 

Capital investment 

Amortized over 10 y oars USO     4,00o 

Amortizod over 15 years 328.000 

Total US£ 332,000 
Financing ohargos to amortize the 
installation: 

Amortization in 10 years US8 544 

Amortization in 15 yoars 33.7V2 

Total USO    34,316 

Tho effect on the cost per ton of cement will be USO 1.00.    Effect for tho calcina- 

tion process on tho cost of production,  per ton of cement,  will be 

Depreciation uq*     n ,-17n 
Exploitation ^     °\;7° 

Total US3     4.104 
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325. Coment grinding in this typical coment plant of 100 tons/day capacity would 

be done by tubular opon-circuit mill, with fans and dust installation but without 

electrostatic filters.    Only one opora+or would bo needed.    The installation cost 

would bo US?. 100,000, plus USC 10,000 for assembly and accessories.    The manual 

labour requirement might bo 5 men, and installed oloctrioal power about 35O kW. 

Cost includine «anual labour, repair of stool shell and lining, grinding elements, 

maintonancc,  electricity etc. might amount to US$ O.76 per ton of coment.    Cement 

homogonization,  transportation oto. would require 2 mon and 50 kW of electrical 

power, with a cost of US3 50,000,  including assembly and spare parts.    This would 

add USS 0.16 to the por-ton cost of cement.    Hence, milling and homogenizing gives 
tho following figures: 

Labour roquiroment (HE) 

Capital  invostmont in maohinory 
and assembly 

Civil-onginooring works 

Installed oloctrioal power 

Financing:    yearly charges for 
amortization ovor 15 years, at 
6 por cont intorost, would be 

Yoarly oost por ton of oomont will bot 

Depreciation 

Exploitation 

Total 

8 

USS 160,000 

USS 50,000 

370 kW 

USS 21,624 

uss 0.773 

9t7tt 
use    1.509 

326. Storage, packing and shipment will require 4 men for administration and oon- 

trol and 12 labourers.   The required installed electrical power will bo 50 kW, tho 

civil-onginooring works (including tho silos) will oost USS 132,000,  and maohinory 

will cost USS 45,000.    Tho influence on the cost, duo to supply of power, mainton- 

anoo and labour, of storage, packing and shipment is USS O.14O por ton of oomont. 

Tho financing charges to amortizo the maohinory over 10 years, at 6 por oont 

interest, and the amortization of tho civil-onginooring works ovor 20 yoars will 
bo as follows:   

Maohinory 

Civil-onginooring works 
U33    6,114 

Total USS 17,622 

This implies a oost of USS O.55 por ton of oomont. 
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327.  Storage in silos and packing involves the following exponas 

Labour requirement  (NE) ¿g 

US3    45f000 Machinery investment  (including 
assembly) 

Civil-onginooring investment 

Installod powor 
US3 132,000 

50 kW 

Tho cost of tho abovo items pur ton of coment will be: 

Depreciation 

Exploitation 
UE 0.533 

Total USC      0.669 

328. Various other items such as workshops,  storca, water and fuel tanks, and 

laboratorios will moan an investment of about USO 70,000 in civil-onginooring 

works, to which a further US* 133,000 should be added to cover prior work such 

as sito-lovolling,  construction of approach roads and situ planning.    A total of 

USS 203,000-will bo involved, to be amortized- over 20 years.    The financing charts 

for tho above would bo USS 17,700 per year,  implying a coot of UBS O.52I per 
ton of oomont. 

329. Electrical installation, workshop equipment and the like might amount to 

US« 80,000 which,  if amortized over 15 years at 6 per cent interest, would cost 

USS 8,237 por year.    This would moan an effect of USÎ 0.142 on tho cost por ton 

or comont.    Tho labour requirement for those ancillary services, such as workshop, 

laboratory and maintenance, will bo about 25 men; this would add USS O.25 to tho 

cost por ton of comont.    These various services will involve the following amounts: 

Labour requirement  (NS) 25 

Capital invostmont in machinery UGO   80 000 

Civil-ongincoring us* 203fOOO 

Installod electrical powor 50 kW 

Tho cast of thoso services, per ton of comont, will bo: 

Depreciation us?     Q>643 

Labour cost 0.243 

Snorgy and miscellaneous  0.133 

Total USS     1.019 
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330.  The summary of costs por ton for a plant with a clinkor output of 100 tons 

por day, will consequently JO as shown below: 

Installed       Labour Civil-ungi-      Influença on 
electrical    roquipo-    Investment, moring work« the cost per 

Item noHur (Vi)    nont  (MB) machinera  (US? ÂP00)        *°ft °f 00®^ 

*2EÎÎ£ 0fraW 50 79 37 58- 1.630 
Transportation and ^ ^ ^ ft ^ 

Conditioning of raw 
matorials (incl. 
homogenizing and ,q7 
drying) 270 10 195 143 2.687 

Caloining 

Cement grinding 

Storage and packing 50 

80 13 244 88 4.104 

370 8 160 50 1.509 

16 45 132 0.669 

Miscellaneous JO J£ JO & -J*P¿2 

890 176 819 737 12.605 Total 

a/ Inoluding assembly and installation. 

331. The initial capital investment for a oement plant with an output of 100 tons/ 

day, under tho circumstances spocifiod in this report, would roquiro an outlay of 

the order of USS 1,556,000, to which transportation, customs duties, taxos and 

other oxpensos must bo added.    The total requirement for installed power will be 

about 900 kW,  and the number of employees (MB) required will bo about 176.    Tho 

production cost will bo, as shown above, USO 12.605 to which US3 1.30 must be 

added for tochnioal and administrative staff, plus US& O.705 for various other 

items not considered in tho ostinate.    Consequently, the production cost per ton 

of oement in tho plant described will bo about USS 15.00, to which the price of 

the cemont bags, which may be about USO I.80 por ton,  should be added.    The final 

oost of producing a ton of cemont would thus bo US3 I6.8O. 

332.  Obviously, as in the cases of tho smaller plants dosoribod oarlier, tho 

selling prioo of the coment will be much higher,  as it must also include overhead 

expenses, distribution and marketing costs, taxos, profits and the like.    Similar- 

ly, account must be taken cf the cost of transportation of the machinery to the 
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•ita of the plant, especially whon it must bo imported and chargea such as 

customs dut ios and import lioancos oust bo oonsidorod.    800 Annox tabi o for a 

oomparison of tho oosts of ooaofft plaits of thö thrtfo sizos (outputs of 20, 50 and 100 t 

100 tona/day.) 

1 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

SU1KARY AM) C0HCLP3I0HS 

3unm&rv ZíSBSSUL 

333. In this report consideration is given to the possibility of manufacturing 

artifioal cement on a email ecale, that ief in plants with clinker outputs of 20, 

50 und 100 tons/day. 

33% Chapter one, contains a brief study of the most important oements made at 

present, as well as details of their output and consumption. 

335. In chapter two the technical and economic aspects of the initial oapital 

investment and the cost of running this type of industry are analyzed. 

336. Chapter three describes the systems and processes involved in the manufac- 

ture of Portland cement, as well as the methods that are regarded as aost suit- 

able to make cement on a small scale (that is, 20, 50 and 100 tons/day of clinker), 

337. Chapter four enumerates, defineB and studies the most suitable and the 

most unsatisfactory characteristics of the raw materials, fuel, electrical energy, 

that are basic needs to manufacture Portland cement. The extraction and transport 

of the raw materials is also discussed. 

338. In chapter five the production eoadpment involved in the various processes 

are shown and also the capital investments involved in each of them, as well as 

the required numbers of employees, thermal and electricity consumption and the like. 

The influenoe of these factors on the per-ton cost of oement is also given, 

339. In chapter six a teohnioal-eoonomic study is made covering the establish- 

ment of three possible types of oement plants in developing oountries, with 

manufacturing outputs of 20, 50 and 100 tons/day raspootivaly. Plant» of theso 

three sizes are ooopared in tabular form in the Annex f this report. 
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Conclusions 

340. First, the report has been compiled primarily on tho basis of global 

figures, so as to give an idea of the general order of magnitudo of the pertinent 

factors. 

341. Second, the influence of the varying costs of the principal items of 

expenditure, among them labour requirements,  fuel costs, electrical energy needed, 

costs of machinery assembly,  civil engineering costs, and provisions for 

lubricants,  spare parts and the like has made it possible to arrive at over-all 

total cost8, whioh should bo taken into account when considering the possibility 

of applying these solutions in tho various countries for which they are intended, 

342. Third,  from the above analysis it becomes olear that it is possible to 

establish in many cases, plants with clinker outputs of rß tons/day that should 

solve the oement-production problem in many developing regions, 

343«    Fourth, the setting up of plants with 20 tons/day outputs of clinker may 

constitute,  in exoeptional instanoe, tho basis for providing jobs, and making 

the utmost use of available manual labour,    nevertheless, it should always be 

remembered that this should not bo taken as a general type of solution. 

344. Fifth, plants that are oapablo of producing 100 tonB/day of clinker fall 

within ourrent industrial praotice, and such plants could solve the cement 

problom in relatively extensive zones. 

345. Sixth and finally,  it is explained that specific research will be re- 

quired to bring oertain manufacturing processes or standard manufacturing units 

that are involved in tho plants considered in this report; this applies es- 

pecially to plants with a olinkor output of 50 tons/day.    Plants such as these 

would be particularly suitable for countries now in devolopmont.    Such research 

could bo done with relative rapidity and at reasonable cost. 
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ANNEX 

Comparative Coat Paia on Porti aid Casent Manufacture In Plants of 20.50 and 100 tons/day Outputs 

a ta*a/ta» SJSSèîM m *ml*m 
lutti) ltd Racklaary       Intal ltd Aachlntry       Inatal ltd Nach In try 
tltctrlcal   [aplayott   mi «aaaaaly   tlactrlcal   Eaplayaat  «e aaaaaaly   tltctrictl   Caplayat*   aid aaaaaaly 

(M)    nttdtd       («St ISM)    panar (U)    nnM       (USt 1000)    pour (kf)    nttdtd        (USt 1000) 

Präparat Ian of aatarlals 

tranaptrtatltn and tttraga 

Caadl timing of raw 

Ctlcluing 

Caaant grinding 

Packaging, atafaga and various 

haaoganliatlon and storti« of clink» 

Macolla 

» 25 13.3 30 50 n 50 79 37 

- 7 1.5 5 14 12 20 25 51 
133 14 10* .0 IM a 133 270 10 195 

25 n «.0 45 20 131 80 13 244 

170 13 101 370 8 ISO 

30 13 42 50 16 »5 
IS it 15.5 . _ 
17 14 •7.5 «0 It m 59 a V 

215 93 280.8 m 149 533 890 176 819 

Capital outlay 

«aealntry tnd intatti y 

Cl»ll-anglnttrlng 

lllacal lau Mut 

Util casi tal outlay 

VSt 210,080 

228,000 

80,090 

UH 580,800 

OSI    533.000 

421,000 

80,000 

OSI 1,031,000 

USI 739,000 

537.000 

203,000 

USI 1,559.000 

Product Ito catti par tan ¡approxlaata) 

financing chara« (aaortliatlon of tatti 
capital outlay o»tr 15 yaart at 8Í par annua) 

lattar cast 

Eltctrlcil poaar 

Fgtl 

Staff 

Macaltaaaaut 

Production coat (unpaekagtd) 

Packaging 

Final east par tan of carat 

OSI    8.248 

VSt  23.088 

USt    5.115 

«t   19.081 

OSI    12.605 

4.85 3.021 

1.85 1.787 
j„ 

2.578 

2.30 2.309 1.3». 
1.90 l.SW 0.705 

21.288 17.181 14.810 • 15.00/ta* 
1.800 1.800 1.80 

»S|  18.00 






